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Hhaca College· 
tthaca, New York 
.'High Voter Turnout: 
·-.·- Open Door Win·s Close Race 
Bo~r.d Winner 
.Strom stead 
Presidential 
Victor Nader· 
Whalen Responds to 
By -Peter Ajemian 
The·Open Door Party swept 
to victory in the student' elec-
tions held '.].'uesday, winning all 
five Executive Board positions 
over the New Deal Party. The 
new president of the student 
body is Jofin Nader, who defeat-
ed Chuck Riter by ninety votes. 
Besides Nader, the Open 
Door Party includes John Gior-
dano, the new VICE,President 
of Campus Affairs; Bruce Hol-
comb, Vice-President of Acade-
mics; Jack Cuffari, Vice-Presi-
dent of Communications;and Ro-
bert Taub, the new Vice-Presi-
dent of Business an'd Finance. 
Nader attributed his pa~ty's 
success to the fact that students 
are in agreement with their 
campaign statement: "The stu-
1ents of Ithaca College are 
powerless," 
Julie Stromsted won the 
nomination for student trustee 
over ·two opponents with a 
margin of 186 votes separating 
her from Mike Tukes. Jim Ohm 
won the election for Chairperson 
of S.A.B. with a wide margin of 
300 votes over Mike Stearns. In 
the race for senior class officers, 
Nancy Evans was elected Presi-
dent, and Larry Holland won the 
treasurer's position. There was a 
tie in the race for Vice-President 
between Linda Levine and Scott 
Krammer which will be resolved 
according to wlfat RickOtis and 
Bill Shayne decide to do about it. 
The voter turnout was 1,542 
student-administrator relations, 
John stated, "There's going to 
have to be some conflict if the 
Administration is not wi~ling to 
give us some direct control over 
our own education." 
Julie Stromsted, who· -~ill 
serve a two-year term if confir-
med by the Board of Trustees, 
commented, "I have an op~hn1s_-
tic outlook on my role as student 
trustee. There is a growing 
awareness and involvement of 
both students and faculty on 
campus and their input will give 
me a more comprehensive view 
of campus affairs." 
Protes-t with Meetings. 
students, roughly 37-40 per cent 
of the student body, excluding 
those students in London and 
New York City. From question-
The elected Chairperson of 
S.A.B., Jim Ohm, had this to say 
about his future job, 'Tm looking 
forward to bringing more activit-
ies of higher quality and on a 
more regular basis on campus 
than in the past. .. A determining 
factor is the amount of money 
allocated to us by Student 
Congress." 
By Tim Callaghan 
As a result of the April 21st 
student protest, President Wha-
len agreed to arrange to open 
meetings with the Ithaca College 
·community. These meeting were 
held this past"- · Tuesday ahd 
Wednesday in Textor 101. 
The purpose of these meet-
ings was to give students an. 
opportunity to ask the president 
questions· on various campus 
issues. 
. Tuesdays meetmg 
The first response elicited' of 
Whalen was for his perspective 
outlook on Ithaca College's-fut-
ure. Whalen, alt~o~gh. he didn't 
have enough data y~t. said, "I 
don't ~xpect any major differ-
ences; major changes at Ithaca 
C_ollege." "We will begin this 
summer to try to evaluate each 
of the individual _ schools and 
divisions" to see-- what. can be 
done money wise. . . 
to turn it into.. a "trade-school". 
The discussion .then turned 
to the subject of power and input 
by students in the decision 
making process. Whalen. advised 
sfudents to present their ideas to 
their faculty and division heads, 
who; inturn, would·subnrit them 
up the chain of command to the 
Provost. Several students ask 
how worthwhile their input 
would be in affecting change. 
John .. Nader, newly elected stu: 
dent body president, asked Wha-
len, "What makes you s_o positive 
that the administration will 
c~sider. our proposals?" ' 
Whalen told him to get the 
material - (input) in, try the 
system and "you're gonna have 
to take my word for it." Nader 
replied, "There is rio guarantee, 
as far as I can. see it: that the -
administration will consider tho-
se opinions very valid." The 
president responded, "My job as 
an administrator is to hear and to 
listen and to go out to talk to 
people ." Continuing he said· ,"I ing a number of students after 
had at least a hundred individual they voted, it was apparent that 
in~~rviews with faculty for at they did have at least some 
least an hour -at a time." The knowledge of the candidates and 
matter ebbed with the president their hasic stands. 
reiterating that the students John Nader, ~oicing his 
should submit their input to the beliefs after his win, expressed 
division chairman and follow it his opinion that presently stud-
through to the Board of Trust- .. ent input isn't considered eno-
ees. ugh, "If the Administration ·was 
The cut in CIIS was discus- really interested in input then 
sed next. Whalen said that,"!23,- they wouldn't have qualms about 
500 was to be cut from CITS" and giving us some control, or the 
that it was a joint decision with faculty or staff." In discussin·g 
the director and the -Provost as 
to what courses would be cut. 
Prior to the cut,36½ of the CIIS 
budget was for administration 
640/o for courses. Following th; 
cut, 42% was for administration, 
58% was for courses. 
In dec;ding that CllS that 
would be cut, it was mentioned 
th~t the resulting money would 
be __ absorbed by another division, 
probably, Business Administra-
t~on. (the explaination being that 
. [cont. page JS] 1, . -.._ 
Chairman of Student Con-
gress, Bill Shayne, said the 
conducting of this year's election 
was "better than in previous 
years" He stated his belief that 
the students need "a combination 
of what both parties offer ... not 
only do you need someone who 
can talk but someone who can 
work with the system." · 
President of the Student 
Body, Rick Otis, in reference to 
the Open Door Party's victory 
[cont. page JS] 
The area of discussion: mo-
ved on to the matter of "SHRI-
NKAGE" IN THE. FUTURE. 
The president said that accord· 
ing to a study, the number ·of 
potential students in the future 
.will be diminishing. With a fewer' 
number of students coming in, 
Whalen felt that the various 
schools -and divisions .should; be 
studied and recommendations . 
made as to, what programs 
should be dropped. He _ said, 
Science B~iiding · 
' I 
--Struck--by Fire 
By Jon Choate 
"We're not going to slate down Fire partially destroyed- a 
and wipe out a -school,". but we chemistry laboratory' on the 
will have to find out what we do third floor '>f the Science building 
best and do it. "If we just keep Monday night. _ 
taking little bits from everybody • _ ~oom 310 suffered an unde-
will end up at Mediocrity U". termmed amount of damage as a 
(referring to the gradual dimin- result of the blaze, which started 
ishingofprograms.within certain -- wh~n a student's experiment 
divisions).He said we will have to a~cidentally caught fire. Junior· 
ask the division heads to predict John Frank was conducting an 
what the· potential job market ·experiment·involving methyl al-
wm be and act accordingly. He - cohol-:,vhen the liq_uid apparently 
. gu~ssed that the f'.irst cti~~wilf · came_m ~~ntact with a hot plate, 
probably be'in-ll & S. · thµs 1gmtmg the blaze." 
These. remarlcs pro~pted Frank, usiqg an extin~i-
one student to ask .. ·whether. sher, th_ought that the fire was 
Whale11- ·was "trying to get: us · out when he..:. w~lit"-to_ the ·Health 
jobs:'' The ·president responded ~en~er for. ~reatment ·at approx-
sanng that he valued'the.-H & S imately 6:05 JJ.m_ •. for ~nd degree 
. education and· that_ be would· burns suffered m the· incident. 
. · . simply · like . to see it posiilll]y . Soul"':es in~icat!!d that there was 
. · · · restrict_ed_ · and .sti:engthened.~ He I no evidenc~ of fl~me when frank 
·. . was. pu~hmg-q_uality over quant- _ le~ and: Ghen,ustry Chrurman 
__ . ity· arid·denied that he,.was trying : ~emz Koch ·aµsolved · him· of all . 
·. . :- - -·.' .... ~ ·-_., '·. - ' . . . '•' . ~ . ' - : ' 
I• •,II: •,-,,' - ' 
' ', ._ :~·; .:· /f~•:..,_',.~ .. 1'_._',. ";..;, ' • • •: I ~· 
• - ' ' ,,- •;·'~·._:{:\~/;.;., _:,•',,:• ;.\'r: .. ,'.,: { , .... -.. ,_, . •.' 
- ..... 
' guilt bY._ observing that fire is "an 
occupational hazard." 
Glen Vogel, an associate 
Chemistry professor, called in 
the alarm shortly : after Frank 
left. Firemen called to the scene 
extinguished the blaze in about 
20 minutes. 
The lab housed many cbeml-
cals, including some radioactive . 
materials. The radioactive mate-
rials: were kept ,"safely away 
from the fire" according to 
Safety Director-· Lou Withiam. 
The chemicals were destroyed by . 
Cornell Life Safety.officers.'. 
Damage to the.iab included 
one ·section" of ,a table;··various 
instruments arid numerous che- . 
micals. -Also, the lighting. grids . 
. throughout the ·room were mel-
ted due . to the extreme heat 
generated by the fire. - '. · · 
. Thi:ee firemen · and two 
Safety officers were treated for 
smoke inhalation and iel~ased. 
. ' . 
•:. ·-
' .. 
Tbe·camp~s was_risited by some s~range 
c:harac.ters ,yesterday, in a metalscolpt~re 
ari-show behind the Unio·n. .. 
Photo by: Richard Young 
--.-.,j ,. ...... - .... .-~• .,.u~.'.t". ,u,a·;i,;,a;c. :,J::. 
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G.oofed 
· 'l'J~~-~~~~ilt~:,t..M~n.a;em,:~~ .. ,, ~: .. ~.': ·.::. ".: .~~~-: ·j ~ -/· -
· ·· · · ;Tfie R.us'sittiis· itrifCtim ing 
Chemistry Professor · Bob Past-
ernacJi,, who was erroneously. 
pictured as Dr. Heinz Koch in 
our issue of April 15. 
ByPaolStern 
:'Every· day · Russian· and 
American scientists, doctors, 
cheil'lists are working together' 
in this country and in Russia, 
combining their knowledge to 
bring about change and improve-
ment in the world. But never has 
tnere:been· a··concerted effort to 
work . together iri the social 
sciences. Until now.· 
:.: ','It's. t:11e .. d~t.e~t.e of .. ma~·-_ 
·. agement'' .says Ithaca · .College 
: : Assistant Professor, Mike Mc-
:: Manus; -who this· summer will be 
. Chairman of a p~ogram 'at the 
-: NMional Conferenc;e of the Aca-
. deiny of . Management.. The 
program will b.e on Soviet-Amer-
ican comparitive management. 
"This. is the first time evewr 
there has been a program where 
there was actual Soviet atten-
. dance. at the Academy of Man-
Ge1t a head .. start in· 
ithe job ·market! 
College Juniors can now begin 
the Lawyer's Assi~tant Program 
between their 
junior and senior year. 
at . Adelphi Univer.sity 
A unique 12 week program: 
Part I 
Introduction to Law and General Practice 
8 week Summer Session 
betwe~n, Junior and Senior Year 
·Jurie ~l -August_ . .13, · 1976 · .. 
Part II 
Specialized training in one of these flelds: 
• Corporations O Estates, Trusts and Wills 
• Real Estate and Mortgages . o Litigation 
4 week Summer Session 
immediately following graduation 
June 20-August 12, 1977 
For a free brochure· apout this career opportunity 
call 516/?!;)4-8700, _Ext. 7604-5,- or write to Ruth 
Goldsmith,: Lawyer's Assistant. Program~ University 
College, Division of Special Programs,· Adelphi 
University, Garden City! N.Y. 11530 . 
; 
\, 
'·\ ,.:-.' 
MilcP. McManns 
agement", McManus empha -
sized. "It's a major break-
through in the future of man-
agement." 
Went To Russia 
The plans f<;>r this program 
started last ·March when Mc-
Man us joined his wife Marla, ' 
who teaches Russian at Ithaca 
High, on a trip to Russia with 
Ithaca High and Cornell Univer-
sity students. While there he 
met with about a dozen top 
Russian management experts. 
. . 
change Board (ffiEX), a Federal 
government agency, turned 
down McManus' $500 request. 
So overnight the professor 
turned into a fund~raiser. 
In all his efforts, McManus 
"noted, "The School and the 
department have been very 
supportive." 
Bureaucracy 
Beyond fund-raising .Mc 
Manus' problems have been 
trying to deal with· the bureau-
cracies of both the United States 
and Russia. · · · 
· One of the two Soviets·asked 
to attend will,' in fact, be at' the 
conference to be ·held in Kansas 
City. 
. For that one speaker, 'Boris 
Milner ("One of the living greats 
in Russia": McManus) to be 
allowed to attend, he had to get 
clearance from the Krenifin. 
As for the American influ-
ence, McManus described the 
complexity of such communica-
tion. Once in Kansas City he 
fully expects the CIA to be there, 
and that he has received several 
"suspicious looking .. clearly re-
glued" letters from Russian 
scholars. 
"People are involved, on 
both sides, beyond the invitor 
and the invitee". he asserts. 
Boris Milner 
This past summer McManus The speaker at this sum-
proposed to the AcadfilOY of mer's Academy Conference, Bor-
Management that two lof the is Milner, is ·in charge of the 
Russian experts in management Moscow-based Institution for the 
attend the 1976 National Confer- Study of the USA, a scientific 
ence. They approved the plan. intelligence clearing house, ac-
"I've been working all year, cording to McManus. He is also a 
since then, to. pull this thing professor at the University of 
together." ~cManus said, "All Mosco\\'.. , 
this year it's been makin~ sure. In his role as director of the 
things are just right." · · · ' intelligence operation, he is 
McManus explained that af- responsible for knowing what is 
ter the Academy approved the going on in the Western world in 
program it became "phone call the management sciences. 
city." "Milner's people. perhaps 
"When, you invite a Soviet know more about the American 
,_ the invitation 'mu~t be letter system than the average man-
. perfect. There 1s so muc_h agement people here" McManus 
frotocol to follow." he comment- . observed. d. · . . . He added that the strength The m1tial problem · was of Russian management skills is 
funding . of the venture. The their abilities in large scale 
Internat10nal Research and Ex- building and planning. · 
400 COLLEGE AVE.·· 
' ' , 
IN COLLEGETOWN 
-OPEN 24.HOURS· 
In a couple of years, he 
hopes to be able to offer. a course 
here in Gomparative. East-West 
Managell}ent Sciences. 
McManus states that with 
the inroads being made by this 
summels conference he has been 
able to establish a long range 
goal: "I hope that five years 
from, now there will pe profes-
sors of management going back 
and forth from the United States 
and the USSR for joint teaching 
and collaborative research in 
management science, and I hope 
to be one of them." 
~uture 
Jvlcl\fan~s .noted . that the 
most signific;aµt·thin'g about this 
event is that it is a.first. There 
' has ,hE:en little exchange in any of 
·the social sciences between the 
world's two' most powerful na-
tions. "It is amazing that there 
isn't .more", the Ithaca College 
assistant professor of manage-
ment comments. 
He also expressed the hope 
that within the next two years 
he might be able to have the 
International Management Con-
ference hosted at Ithaca College. 
McManus added that his 
own work at Ithaca would be 
vastly improved by this exper-
ience. ,N.ready the 'material he 
has· learned he has been drawing 
into his organizational studies 
courses. 
Contest 
Winners 
Announced 
The Applied Writing pro-
gram announced winners in the 
Short Story and Essay categor-
ies of their contest. Winning 
entries in the poetry competition 
were two works by Elisa Nazeley 
entitled "Ocean" and "Massachu-
setts Sunday Salad". Paul 
Safford captured the short story 
competition . 
· No winner was chosen in the 
essay category because the jud-
ges didn't .deem any work 
deserving Q( the honor. This 
[cont. page SJ 
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:····:·Q~,ia· _: T.t' ·1,,-' ' c· ,' ,i· ' ,. ' . 'E' :. . . J -, . entire committee made the final~- ··p;ri\: iir faur:nerF tiiht)' cWnin~~ 
.6.i ;' aca · 0 eae .. ouna~·:--.,. ·r,;-···o,, ~~~c4;t,o#J'.,. ,' :. ~,., ·~ ,., ,· ·~ ,. ,.: '~· SIUll'l there Will be a performanc,e 
- _· · · ·, .. ·. _,.~ :, · "'"" .. '.:-~:'..':..'.~\ '.:i<~.~·~:,_~~g~~J.~~~-~t~U.~~'.~~ir by the Ithaca ~~ege Concert 
-, :Ke·~ov·a tions 
Planned 
·' t1\.T'.'i'-•;_._ · · · .. ' , ·· -· · . .. . ~ of tJie,....{>Nblems this year was Band. The b~~ ,conducted by 
.. ·:· 1 :V ot~:Gui'lt~.' in·, cru:t . ·~ ·: ::'. .·. th~t s~udents could not hana in Edward J .. Gobrech_t, Jr., will 
· , · · '. . : · - J · , -~ 1 :• ... - : • .· any works that had previously present a _bicenten~1al l)rogram 
been looked at by an instructor. of wo,rks by Gershwin; ~rner .an 
Ms. Rishel noted that this Loewe, and Gould and Bernstein. 
By Marcie Gorman 
·and Jon Choate 
' The' lower quad reno.vation 
project is scheduled to begin· on .. 
Monday, May 17. McGuire and 
Bennett Contractors, who are 
also constructing the chapel and 
the Gannet Campus Center, have 
been awarded· the contract. 
Bids · submitted .several 
weeks ago came within $2,000 fo 
the Housing Office's estimates. 
.The renovations to Landon, 
Eastman and Bogart are sched-
uled to be completed by the fall. 
These last. three unrenovated 
lower quad dorms will resemble 
Clarke Hall upon completion. 
New. mattresses, lounge 
chairs and draperies will be put 
in all of the rooms along with wall 
-to-wall carpeting. Eighteen 
·singles will be created,.but there 
will be no four-man suites _due to. 
their unpopularity, according to 
Director of Housing Don Run-
By Fred Raker -vents. that were already sched-
uled, thereby .causing budgetary 
After ne~rly three months of problems·, the Board of Directors 
deliberation, Ithaca Town Jus- · for SAB could not appro'le the 
tice Sally Jackie announced her .. concert.. . -·· 
decision regarding an $800 civil . Bloom called Wernick on 
suit brought against Ithaca Col- February 18 and explained that 
lege by 'the local music gorup, t:here was no way that SAB could 
Country Cooking: afford to have his group. play at 
"After w~ighing all of the IC. Angered, Wernick then 
evidence presented at the trial of spoke to Russ Lyons (last year's 
the above. matter, and after SAB chairman) who, in turn, 
researching the issues of Jaw ._ confirmed what Bloom had sta-
raised by both Plaintiffs. ·and ted. . 
Defendant, it i_s my verdict; as .. ..::. That was the last time the 
Justice of this Court, 'that the two groups communicated until 
Plaintiffs have failed to prove by mid-April when SAB received a 
a preponderance of the evidence letter from Country Cooking 
that th~ Defendant entered into d~anding . $800 in damages, 
a valid and enforceable contract al'cording. to Jackie McGinnis, 
with_them. Judgment is there-. Coordinator. of'Programming for 
fore rendered in favor of the OCA. Nothing more was know, · 
Defendant, Ithaca College, and ~cGinnis noted, until about the 
against the Plaintiffs ... Country first week in January (1976) 
Cooking." when William Selden, attorney 
The band's charge (breach of for Ithaca.College, informed SAB 
contract) stemmed from a con- that the case would be going· to 
versation that took place be- court. yon. 
Room Sign-ups tween Peter Wernick, leader of c 
There still remains 12 va- Country-Cookir.g, and Howard o.. OD test 
cancies in the lower quads after Bloom, Chairman of the Week-
last week's room sign-ups. end Activities Committee (WAC) {cont. from page 12) 
These vacancies consist of dou- the last.week in January, 1975. year's contest was conceived 
hies that- already have one Wernick spoke to · Bloom from the H&S Scholarship Com-
student living there. concerning a future date for the mittees desire to increase the 
The terraces, which us to be band to appear at Ithaca college. · academic atmosphere at the 
considered · a very· desirable After hearing a number of college. ' 
residence area for upper class- possible dates, · Bloom said that · Marianne Rishel of Applied 
men, have .many openings. As April 5 would be good. Wernick ~ Writin_g expressed the need to, 
expected, the Towers remain then inquired if he should send a "publicize really outstanding 'aca-
wid_e open for incoming fresh- contract; Bloom replied affirm a- demic ! writing." Along· · 'th!?se· 
. men. tively, and added that if any lines . entries were extensively 
Rowland Hall,: which will problems arose, he would call'.. ·critiques on Language, Original-
become a . study dorm· next . The contract from Country ily and C.haracterization. Three 
semester, has 25 students signed Cooking arrived in the Office cit., judges were used in each cate-
up to live there: · Iricoming Campus Activities· (OCA) during·~ gory. Judges voted individually 
transfers and freshmen might be 1 lhe first. week in February. reviewing all pieces in their 
assigned to Rowlarid, but Run- However, because . of other e-·. _ l'atl•gqry. Following this the 
yon indicated that their choice of ••••••••••••• ~... . .·j ' 
major may be considered in • •• • • • •• •• ••• • • • • 
placi~~;h~~~~:;i~ns Office i~·~:: -~NIO'R·s· : 
· aiming at a ·freshman class : _ • 
enrollment of 1268. There are 8 · 8 
1170 available beds, meaning a e C . -· · · t • 
possible 98 triples-at the begin- O ommencem.en : 
ning of the semester. The latter • A · · · t -- 0 
figure rep':"ese!1ts an _adjus~ed : .nnouncemen S 0 
amount takmg mto cons1deral1on e A · • 1 O 
the 1.1umber of students that wm • - va i ab-le At g 
move off campus' and the stu- 0 o 
dents. who won't show up com~ : - T'-e Bookstoro - o 
· September. fl, . • ~ 0 eeo0oo~•••••••••••••••••••oooooee 
. . 
to~ight, April 29, 1976 ••• 9:qo pm--
LIVE ON.CHAN' .. ··. I 
.. . .... ··· ... · .. \'11EL &. 
your campus cable t.v. station,·-· 
,· ·_ : . ~ . • ... : .. _·;' ... ~ ~·. ".:.~~.I" -~-
Ali,ha Epsiloit RHO 
problem would be looked into · F~Jlowing ~he concert, th_e 
carefully. · Alumni Association will sponsor 
Poetry winner Elisa Nazaley the tradition~! "Afterglow" 
is no stranger to writing. At the · dance beg:i~~ng at 10:15 p.m. 
age of fourteen Elisa had works 1:he danc.e 1s open to all gradua-
published. Currently, ALONG- tmg s_emors,. guests, an~ par-
with Laurie Costa, Ms. Nazely is ents, and. 'Yill. be held m the 
working on a bi-monthly series of Terrace Dmmg Hall. 
poetry readings. . The anthology At the conclusion of the 
called "Images" will ·be published c~m~encement excercises a pie-, 
next week in the second edition me wdl be held for all graduates 
of.W-:uueo.Qi!.tLopd. and .thejr p~re~ts. Beginning at 
G d o noon, the p1cmc will be held in fa 8 at} 0 8 the 'Egbert Union Dining Hall. 
Activities 
The days of the class of 1976 
_.cc,mputer 
consultants 
-are numbered. Commencement 
exercises have · been scheduled 
for Saturday May 15, and the Academic Computer Ser-
featured speaker will be Presi- vices has openings in the fall 
dent James Whalen. for students with basic pro-
Of the graduation President gramming skills and a continu-
Whalen has said, "Commence-· ing intl'rest in lh<' field of 
ment is a time to honor all those computing ariq (n. helping 0th-
persons who have participa_ted in ers. Interested students should 
the Ithaca . College academic ,contact Lorraine Hodgson, A-
community_, particularly our ·cs; Frienas Hall. · indicating 
graduating seniors .and their- . thc>ir nam(•. pre11ious experi-
parents. We have arranged· a emit''.° local ::incl summ£'r 
program of. activities for the adcln·sSP'>. 
weekend whicb we hope you wili . . * * * find enjoy~ble and memorable." 
On "Friday, )\fay 14, at '8:30 
ForYour 
l\iceritenni~l_ ~ng~gement 
··and'·Foreve~· . 
A perfect Keepsake diamond says it _all, reflecting 
your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can 
·choose with confidence 'because the Keepsake guar-
antee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and 
· precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring. 
·}vepsak~ 
. ' , 
~---------------------------in_vites you to watch 
_ The SchQ(llOJ <Io;,,mu,n{cations< 
-I Ho~ to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding, _ 
. - ·· I - . . -
-- I Everythmg abou( plann_mg your_ engagem~m and wedding in a beautiful ZQ page 
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HdPeffUI ::gigns. At 
Long Year's End 
It's amazing how quickly the academic year. 
flies by: summer-comes, then it's fall, and again the 
cycle will repeat itself. Many. mishaps occur, 
although they're usually not worth dwelling upon, 
but history has been known to repeat itself. 
The communication problem within the 
.:ommunity this year, is a difficulty which should be 
resolved before another year passes. · Open 
meeting.c; that took place in T~or this past· week 
seemed to be fairly successful in bringing .together 
a long awaited talking al")d listening session. This 
does not mean that the communication dilemma is 
eleviated, because time will tell. 
There was not an extrodinaryly large turn out 
of students at these meetings, but those who came 
were concerned and interested iri raising questions. 
The answers were not always concrete, but some 
quest tons <·an not be answered at this time. 
Perhaps m·xt year,. the communications between 
admi.1'istrators and students will begin on a better 
note. President Whalen has already' agreed to open 
meetings on a monthly basis, and bi-weekly press 
c0nferences. 
The students will be led next year by a new 
regime. The Ithacan wishes them the best of luck. 
It is hoped that t_hey will not disappoint their fellow· 
students, informing them of the issues before it's 
too late. The Open Door Party, ( John 
Nader- President, John Giordano-V .P. of Campus 
Affairs, Jack Cuffari-V.P. of Communications, 
Bruce Holcomb-V.P. of Academics and Robert 
Tauh- V.P. of Business and Finance), has won the 
votes' of the students to put them in office, but old 
cliche should be remembered, "actions speak 
louder than words." 
The Open Door Party seems to have the 
enthusiasm needed to get the students involved: 
however, The Ithacan respectfully reminds them 
that nohody is perfect, therefore the· existing 
apathy should not discourage them from the goals 
which they have set out to accomplish. 
The Ithacan wishes ,all the best summer and 
wl' hope to see you in the fall. and serve you as best 
WP can as W(' have done in the past. 
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Pcxting 1~i16t 
' 
RJ,bert L. Don '76 
It's kind cir hard to say good bye. There's just 
so much more to do and to say. After living and 
Pxisting in a school for four years, the school 
h<'<'<>ml's a part of you. It's like saying goodbye to 
.vour ldl arm. I'm saying goodbye not only as the 
ltha<'an art director but more importantly, as a 
~r.1duating senior. 
My memories of my four years here are (and 
will always bl') permanently etched on my mind. 
Wh<'n I first got here, I found out that the food 
r!'ally wasn't that good and that some of the kids 
lik<'d to hav(• an occasional beer: I had the great 
fortune• of sppnding my first two years in Lyon 
l lall. th(•n considered to be the zoo dorm on 
<·ampus. har nonP. It was no understatement. 
Sturl,v nights succumhed'to North-Forty excursions 
and an.v 'illusions· of 'normal' dormitory life were 
quic·kly dispPll<'d by a hail of broken furniture, and 
l'r<'<I m•nt visits from the local boys in blue (or is it 
isr(•_v?l. Nl•(•dl(•ss to say, it was an experience. At 
I h" (•n<I of m,v sophomore year, the final tabulations 
Wl'rl' in. Lyon Hall l('(I the list in dorm destruction, 
boasting- not one who}e piece of furniture, broken 
<'<'ilings. dPfacl'd walls, a centrex phone that was 
u . ..,cd for a hockt>y puck and an undying reputation. 
Thi· hoys at housing got their heads together and 
<'am<' up with somP ideas: renovate the dorm and 
makl' it co•Pd. Someone apparently knew what 
t hl',V W<'rl· doing because the dorm now holds a 
'nic·<'· r<'putation and all thl• colorful characters that 
mad!· Lyon what it was WPnt their separate ways. 
M.v .Junior .v<'ar. I found myself thC' victim of a 
JH·r..,orwlity clash (among other things) and lefrmy 
plu~h gard<'n apartment for the unha'sseled life of 
th<' T1•rra1·(•s. I movpd into a Terrace single and 
found that many of the olrl Lyon boys were in the 
... anw building-. Th<' rpunion wasn't all that warm 
hl'!'ausp of m.v affiliation with a local organization 
c·,tlll'd S.A.l'.S. (<lid I spC')I th,il right'!).· I found 
111.\·..,!')f answl'ring the noilil' complaints I used to 
1-rc•at1·. Thl• hPst way to sum up my Junior year 
11 ould I)(' om• of involvml'nt. I found out the rag on 
1·,1mrnr~ (somP <·all it the Ithacan) desperately 
rwPdl'd mv art istie talents. RPsides. who could sav 
n,'. Io frp1.' piz:-'1· (•very W t•dm•sd:1.v night'! Anothe"r 
Honors-/· Sys tern. 
Questioned 
By Susan Kaye 
thing I got involved with was the bowling club. 
Aftl'r a not so successful initiation into the world of 
intl'rcollegiate bowling, I rose to the presidency of 
lhl' club in my Senior year (more on that later). I 
also got involved with the Yearbook (more pizzas). 
SPnior year was lots of fun. Minimal work and 
plent.v of free time to devote to my creative 
end<'avors. S.A.P.S. continued to provide a 
r<•asonahlP _salary while offering a constant 
<·nlight<'nment to the atmosphere that, surrounded 
the campus. ThP Ithacan and Cayugan continued to 
providl> pizza for a minimal amount of work. The 
howling duh rose to new heights of glory, boasting 
a full schPdule of challenging matches and a shot at 
national prominence .. 
And of course, there were the academics. 
Thosl' t'unn.v numbers you put on a computer card. 
to find out when you have to get up and whether or 
not you'll haw Frirlays free. Oddly enough, evl'rY 
tinw I tril•d my damndest to get a good grade, the 
n. ·sand C's showe.rl up but whenever I didn't give a 
damn. the A's hl(•ssPd my transcript. It was a little 
l'asiPr in that I was an Art major (yup, there really 
an• som<') and the course load wasn't all that.heavy. 
FP<'ling guilt.v. I picked up an Applied Writing 
minor in mv ,Junior year and entt•red the wonderful 
11 oriel of iriting fi~tion. 
Naturally. there werl' lots of people along the 
\\a.\·. p<'op(P I won't soon forgPt, peoplP that made 
It hal'a C'ollPgl' the Ithaca Collegt• that I will 
n•nwmhPr. Guys like Jack, Willy. Snoot, Bob 
:-;l'ott. Bill and pl'oplP likl· Big Lou. Loui£•, Uncll' 
\\'illy and Rom•s. Of cours£•, th<>rt' are a lot more 
and if ·1 didn't put you in, I apologize hut space 
limit at ions an• unfortunatl'ly- prohibitive. 
Sonowrm standing at thl' lhreshold,.entering 
t hi· ·r,.'ar world with rliploma in hand. It's not going 
lo Ill' l':tS\'. For th<· first timl' in sixtPen vears, the 
1·1•ar \\ o~ "t lw lwginning in fa•ptPmhl•r a
0
nd £•nding 
in .Junl'. I won't he gPtting lhrPt'- WPPks for 
l'hri-,tmas and anotht·r two for spring. Frankly, 
1'111 ~c·arl'<I. But I know !_can find strength in the 
1111•rnoril's and p<•opll' that havP made my Ithaca 
I 'oll1·is1· l'Xp<•ril'n<'<' what it was - the finest four 
_\·,·ar.:, of my lifl'. Thanks and Goon Lurk. 
Disillusioned 
With TV-R 
By Bill Revill 
(;rantl'd. for some persons graduating with In two weeks I will he out of school and, with 
honors from Ithaca College is not as important as diploma in hanrl. will he searching somewhat 
thi• growth and IParning experience in itself. Yet d1•spPratPly for a joh. I have spent four years 
t'or this st udmt anrl many others it is that added pursuing this diploma. (two or them spent here} 
l'Xt ra hon us of "eum laudp" attached to a diploma and_ in a fpw clays will h<' handed a B.~. in 
I hat g-iv<·s plP,isun• and pride to both parents and TPl<'vision, Radio. 
t hi' g-raduat l' him/her-self. ,\ ~ friPncl or minl•. w£•nl to ont• of those 
,\ It hough t hP ne(•rl for justifiably earning these $~Oil 1•ig-ht -Wt'<'k rarlio schools that are advertisPd 
honoro.; g-cws without explanation, I think the recent on mat1·hhook rovl'rs. When we compared the 
d1·!'ision hy t h1• faculty eouncil to raise the levels of 1·ouro.;1•s shP was taking with t-he.. courses I was 
1·umulat iv(• g-radPs needPd for consideration. of t akin is hPrl'. I eame awav with the distinct feC'ling 
honors b.v :rn arding them on a percentage oasi_s is a that I ha VP misspd o'ut on a lot of critical 
,·a"" of !'opping- out. In trying to revamp' the 1·:-.111·ri1•n1·l·:;. 
pn•sPnt grading system as a result ·or dissatisfied · -.\t t h1• eommercial school, mv friend was 
1·0111nwnh on questionnaires by students, the_ isin·n mu!'h critiqm· on her airchecks: At IC, there 
c•mphasis for 1·hang<' was pl:.ced on a level of i~ no r<'gular program of critiqµe hy professional 
(•ritt>ria to lw detennined after a student p!>opll' who know radio. 
israduatt•s. .. . ' - · ,i'\t thf." --commercial school, my friend was 
.As a junior I resPnl the prE>ssur..e that will be .isivE'n voeal training to improve her air voice. At 
<)n nw nPxl year in ord(•r to achieve cuin laude since I<', I m•vpr founrl any speech course designed for 
I h!' r<'vision has gone into effect.-. A more _ broadcast NS. 
suhstant ial mPans of academic reconstruction At t hl' commercial school. my friend was 
\\'ould hp to n•vamp each course individually so that r.:-iv1•n ('l)t1rs1•s to hl•lp hPr obtain her third class 
a gradl• would lw (•arneii and not given. This is not li1·1•1bf•. Th1•n• is no Pnginel'ring coursp hpre that 
Io say that :ti) courses offered at IC are not d!•als \\'it h t ht; (•IPctronir aspects of radio. and nn 
!'h:tllt•~ging or rpwar.ding just lha·t more and more t·ourst•s d<'sign<'rl to hPlp students g<•t any sort of· 
of I h1•m product> st udenls that can honestly say hroad!'ast ing li1•1•ns(•. • 
- thl'Y hav<'n·t ll•arm•d anything because they haven't ThP Comm<•rcial school offers more, hut thesl' 
rlonl' anything. Perhaps. the dissatisfaction evident points lis11•d hNl' art• things· that are lacking in thl~ 
on t h1• st udPnt question_naires mirrored a greater J.C. Comm_unications School. There are natur:tll>· 
dissati.sfaciton with classes in general. What is the S('\'('!"(' r1•strietions al a Commercial school. and thl· 
, purpos(• of·rhanging a syste_l)l_q_bstractJy instead of <'Xpl'rit>n<·es ;1( a place like that arP prohabl.V not 
gl•llirig to tht• heart of the pro~lem· of makin-g a tt•rrihly hE>lpful in getting into the radio field.: Four 
studPnl <·arn grades in each course taken. This r1•ars :md a college. diploma · are far more 
\\:(llild hl' a means of forcibly bettering the iniprpssiw than •! certificate from a· quickie 
a~·ademir quality of IC. Raising the standards hroacknsting school. The drawbacks of such a place 
llPt'dt•rl for honors.only afford the;opportunity. for. an• oh\'ious. hut wh~· doesn't this school. with ~~e 
thl' studPnt to turn an easily achievablr grade of A of thl··J(•a~ing co.mmunica_pons departments, offer 
into an P,tsily arhif."vable grade of'B. · · '·· t'lll!rs()s th.it t•ven coll)lllercial broadcasting school!; 
ol'for'.' I l't~l·I rhea led... · ' 
__ [~o~t._ page. ~1 
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To the Editors: 
I w~s · quit,e dist'ibed by 
some of. the points mentioned, 
and' ether more subtle ideas 
suggested in Jon Choate's article 
on rape last week. 
First of all, part of the 
article was quoted from a variety 
of sources. The- readers were 
informed of this by statements 
such as, "one publication sta-
tes ... ", "studies show that ... ", 
and so on. Nowhere in the article 
are· the sources of reference 
cited. I find this an example of 
p.oor journalism. 
Now_- to deal .with the actual 
discussion of rape that Choate 
presented. I felt that this article 
was written in a highly degrad-
ing manner. Women were ·treat-
ed much like little girls who 
should have listened to their 
parents when they were warned 
of the dangers of accepting rides 
from strangers, and because 
they didn't listen ... well, now 
they have to suffer the conseque-
nces. 
Many of the "possible pre-
ventative measures" suggested 
to prevent rape were totally 
unrealistic. Does Jon Choate 
really believe that women· usual-
ly walk around with ,a plastic 
lemon filled with ammonia?(Whi-
ch we must remember to aim at 
the· rapist's eyes) That was 
equally as absurb as the idea of 
being readx to pull out our ·ever 
present hat pin upon attack. 
A hat pin?? 
In the closing paragraph, 
the author stated, "Hopefully 
t~s article will strike home with 
the members of this comqmnity 
and provoke a new awareness 
about a crime that is not only 
disheartening and downright -
terrifying but may possibly be 
preventible as well." You better 
keep hoping Jon, because you 
certainly wrote nothing to pro-
voke a new awareness of rape. 
What you did was provide some 
ridiculous suggestions to ward 
off rapists, totally ignoring the 
issue of how to prevent the crime 
'before it occurs, not during the 
actual incident of rape. 
Cindy Schwartz 
Educational Communications 
'77 
Support For H&S 
To the 'Editor. 
At the open meeting bet-
. wepn President Whalen and 
studepts, the president was 
asked about his long range view 
of Ithaca College. Onee of his 
comments was that he foresaw a 
"shrinking" of the School of 
Humanities and Sciences. He 
mentioned that the strong points 
of H & S would be strengthened, 
whilP the weak points would be 
Pmphasised less. The president 
hased his analysis, in part, on 
current population trends, which 
·indicate that the enrollment in 
I I & S will be shrinking over the 
coming years. 
I -would like to offer an 
alternative analysis. I. do ·not 
forsee that future 'budget cuts in 
H & .s (which will probably 
aq;ompany the drop in enrol!-
mt•nt) _will he dealt equally to all 
departments within the school. 
This means that some areas wili 
remain the same in quality or· 
improve, while others· will get 
lht• axe and deteriorate. 
I view all the departments 
currently existing within H & S 
as crucial to a complete education 
in the- liberal arts. This is not to 
say that all is going well in H & S 
- there is much mediocrety, and 
[cont., page 9) , 
Y OlJr Space .. : .... 
[cont. from page 4 J 
./\UJ.ilJ,• hPre al IC. I worked for a while with 
\\'I('Jl lwforp g<•tting involved with another station 
in to\rn. Most of my valuable radio experience has 
hl't'n outsidt• th<• Ithaca College ·community. 
prohahl,\' rltn• t9 lhl' J,ick of an encouraging attitude. 
at \\'!CB. Most evl'rything J·ei.;er found at WICB 
\I as mor1• h,v accident than by a genuine attempt by 
thl' st;1tion to gPt tht• college community involved. 
\\'hat thl' station so hadly needs is a well-struct-
un:d I raining program that actively solicits 
partil'ipat ion. ralhl'r than the closed, sl'mi-frater-
nal organizal ion that it is. 
Thi-.; i~ not intpndt•d to be· a tirade against thP 
1-ntirl' T\'-R rlPpartment. I have IParned_a lot hen• 
in m,\' I 11 o ,vl'ars at IC, and perhaps things would 
ha1·p lwl'n diffl'r<•nt had I been hen• all four years. 
,\-. it stands. I transferred into a department that 
had a t rP!lJt•ndous rl'putation. and am <'Oming out 
rlisillusion{•d. · 
Right now, up OntilJune 15th, you can fly roundtrip from 
New York to Luxembourg for only $360. · 
That's $106 less than tM youth fare you'd pay on any 
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $401 and 
save $106.).All you have to do is be under the a~ of 24. 
There are no booking restrictions·. And no skimping on 
meals or service. Because we give you the same service 
you'd get from other airlines, without the same high 
costs. So, if you're planning on Europe, fly with us on 
Icelandic. We'll give you more than the lowest 
youth fares. 
We'll give you the best deal. 
Sce-yuw· t1·ul·el ugent or 11·rilt' tu lrefo11di,·.·H1/i1,e.n lh:pl. • C.\', li,lfJ /.'i/11, 
.-lrellllt', .\"}',,.\'}" JfJIJ.!fJ, 0,·rull /tJ/lj1·et':(hfJIJ).i,j."j.-/.!I.!. 
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To the Editors: 
In response to Jon Choate's 
article on rape (Ithacan, April 
15), I would like to point out that 
unfortunately some of the auth-
or's su~gestions are not viable 
alternatives for most hitch-hik-
ers. 
Public transportation is only 
available during the day. Cabs 
are expensive. The hitch-hiker 
usually cannot "take rides only .. 
from older couples or women," as 
it is almost always men who stop. 
In five years of hitch-hiking, I 
would estimate that easily 95 ½ 
of my rides have been from 
young or middle-aged males. 
Most disheartening of all is 
the frequency with which hitch--
hikers standing at the foot of the 
hill have to watch nearly-empty 
cars with LC. parking stickers 
J)ass by. Students, staff, and 
faculty alike often make no 
attempt to offer rides to hitch--
hikers obviously going to the 
same place (campus). 
. · Don't we all have a respon-
sibility toward one another? 
Please keep in mind that when 
you drive past someone you 
know vaguely from class, you are 
leaving that person vulnerable to _ 
another driver who could molest 
or rape her/him. Let's all help 
each ·other.especially, women, 
please pick up other women. 
Sincerely, 
Elisa Meredith Nazeley 
523 E. Buffalo St 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
DK Ge:ts::1hdMks 
r - ~ • -: \ ..... · . ~ ; • . 
To The Editors: ' 
I'd like to express my 
. appreciation to the Brothers of 
Delta Kappa for their many 
hours of service to the College 
during the 1975-76 sch~! year, 
.. aw:.tre · of this kind of student . 
involvement · and service ... and 
applaud it: 
Their work on the Annual 
Giving Phonothon, Parents 
Weekend and other activities 
deserves.credit and recognition. 
On the Phonothons alone, 
DK contributed some three to 
four hundred manhours calling 
alumni and parents and added 
more than 10 thousand dollars to 
this years An°nual Giving campa-
ign. 
The entire College should be 
. Editors note: _ 
Thanks to all those people 
who busted ass for me to. make 
this Ithacan a better paper 
. [ especially Tim and Tracy]. Next 
year can only· be downhill. 
Thanx! 
Bud Garrity '68 
Director 
Annual Giving 
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indoor/on tdoor 
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minor carpentry 
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By Jay Bobbin· 
WPII. here we are in the proverbial "home 
strPt<'h" ... a week-:tnd-a-half to go, and three 
It hatfa·ks left this year. Actually, I'm getting 
ht•ltN (hold th(• jokes) than I was at this time last 
,·<'a r. Back t hc•n, I had lo tackle four films in one 
;.olumn . induding Gone With The Wind. Let's take 
a look at this semester's concluding trio of features, 
all of thPm rather unique ... 
If giv1·n t ht• opportunity to trade your identity, 
,,ould you tak<' if!, . Photo-journalist .Jonathan 
.Lockt• (,Jack Nichofson) finds a dead man in the· 
dt·'>t·rt hotl'l at which he's staying. Locke is looking 
for a w.i.v ,,ut of lht• lifo he's leading, anyway ... so he 
t rad1•s idPntifil'alion cards with the corpse. Soon, 
l,1l('kl' find.., himself involved in· a gun-running 
op!'ral ion and a slight problem-his past is catching 
up ,,-irh him rapidly. Sound confusing'! Well, 
Midia<'lan~do Antonioni's The Passenger is ... but 
i1 ·-.. abo l'asC'inating. It's hard to accurately 
dP-..1-rihP I hb film: it's a fahl(' of sorts, with an 
"JIPnim: r!ps1•rt sec•ne that'll makP you wish you had 
;1 -..wimn1ing pool lo drink. Maria Schneider, the 
"l>u111·1·m1•-[Jp" girl.from l,ast Tango in Paris, 
,·o -..! ar" as a driftPr who hecomPs involved with 
Nwhob,,n on hi:-. tn•k. Jierp's a note for cinema 
l,utT-.: not1• th<' final scPnt• of this film ... it's a 
fi11· minul ,. !-,("t'n«• of constant camera motion, hut 
11ith ahs'olutl'I~' no_('(liting or switching to another 
,·amt·ra. 
<)111• man hat tlP~ within himself to find ultimate 
p,·.1,·i·. I Iii' vi1·v. s himsplf in two ways: as a cultured 
,·11 iz1·n. '>h:tp<·d and hrPPded hy the society around 
hi111. and "" a wolf. f<'l'ling absolutely beastly and 
-..;11 ;1[!'1' I ow:\rd that same sociPty. Herman Hesse's 
highly philosophical work SteppenwoU (no, not the. 
guys who sing "Born. to Be Wild'") comes to. tte 
screc•n, starring Max Von Syd,ow (of Exorcist. and· 
'fhree Days of the Condor_fame) as the protagonist. 
This is not your average, ·everyday "Gee-honey-
lt•l's-go-t,i-a-mQvie" movie ... just remember to 
hring the wolfhane... '. 
Lucien. a French farmboy U(lable to partici-
pate in the Resistance, heads for other parts to join 
the· Gestapo. His rise to power and -his inner 
confli<"t, caused by fighting his homeland, foz:m the 
basis for -the highly-acclaimed Lacombe, Lucien. 
Dir<•ct(•d hv Louis Malle, the film points a graphic 
portrait o(World War II, as seen through.the eyes 
or a fort•igner. . ' 
Okay. that's it for another year of lthaflicks. 
It ·s hePn wild ... from The Conversati~n back in 
Aug-ust to Lacombe, Luden next weekend ... with 
The· Sting, Chinatown, ·2001: A Space Odyssey, 
'.\lurder on the Orient Express and Sssssss (well, 
_l'ou can forg<'t that one) in-between. As far as the 
foll s1•mPst<•r's Ithaflicks are _concerned ... nobody 
knows .v<'t. But dontcha love surprises'! Thanks for. 
rl'ading land agreeing and arguing) all year, have a 
~rc·at summer and bring your eyes back to this spot 
in about four months .. and we'll do it all over again! 
TIIE END OF TJIE SEMESTER GUIDE: 
The Passenger, Thurs. (tonight) at 9:30 p.m., ·Fri. 
al 7::m and 10:00: 75 cents. 
Steppenwolf, Sat. and Sun. at 7:30 and 10:00 P.,m.: 
om• doll:ir. 
Lacombe, L~cien, Fri. (May 7) and Sat. (May 8) at 
7::lO and I0:00 p.m. 
61 WILL BE GIVlNG RHYMING CLUES rfo 
HELP YOU LOCATE "The Secret 'C'.''. It's a letter 
·c· somewhere on:the fthaca College campus. Five 
clues will he given on Friday, with more to come 
ov(•r the w·eekend. 
· "The Secret 'C"' is so secret that no.t even the 
WICR-AM61 disc jockeys know·where _it is. If you 
think vou know whe·re the 'C' is, call AM61 at · 
274-32.16 or x216 and give your guess, along with 
.vour oam<•. address and .telephone__number. All 
answ<'rs will · be written down. and checked the 
following day by the contest·supervisors. You may 
rail as oft<•n as you wish with your guesses. If you 
arP lhP first to correctly determine the location of 
"ThP fa•cret 'C"', you'Bbe notified by telephone the 
rl,1y aftpr your guess. 
. · The al hums'! They're all n_ew, and all big: Bad 
Company's "Run With the. Pack", "Grand Funk 
·Livt•, .. "lfolease" hy Henry Gross, Cat Stevens 
"Numbers··. Lou Reed's "Coney Island Baby". 
"Ha<'k to Rack"' bv the Brecker Brothers, and the 
lat <'St from Ll•d Z~ppelin: "Presence,''. That's just 
l"or st art Prs! 
Th!' l'OntPst is being staged at this time of the 
,\'(',ff "to thank AM-61 's listeners for staying with us 
I hi-: ,l'C'ar", according to contest supervisor Scott 
Lanr<'y. "Arll•r five clues, you should be able to get 
a ~ood id<'a of where the ·c· is ... but to get all the -
rim·"· vou have• t.o listen." 
· "Thi' St•<-ret '(""' contest begins Friday at 5 
i1.1n. ol) WICB-AMfil (and Ca51P FM 104.3). You 
haV<• nothing lo lo:w. al)d over twenty new albums 
·, o win! t WICR pPrsonnel are exempt from entering 
t hi" ronll'st.) -
HumPlireY Boeart 
comes To l·C·Monday 
r on Film. That Isl 
-The Weekend M·usic Box· 
Saturday, May 1, noon. Walter Ford Hall. · 
Student recital: Vivian Pernell, voice. Free-. · ' 
Saturday, May 1, l p.m'. 'Nabenhauer Room, 
\\'alt(•r Ford Hall. Graduate recital~ Paul 
f;rt'('nherger, piano. Free. 
Sunday·, May ,2, 1 p.m. Nabenhauer .Room': 
WallPr. Ford_ Hall. Student recital: Roffe ·sokol, 
violin and Michl'lel Salmirs, piano , with assisting 
instrumentalists. Music by Beethoven, Bartok, 
Copland. Free. 
Who ar<' you cd<•hrating the last night of 
1·las-.1•s with'!· Your hoyfriPnd'! Your girlfriend'! 
Your p1ot'l's!-,or'! llumphr<'.v Bogart'! Your ... wait a 
minut<' .. llllMPHREY BO~ART? That's right . 
Ho~i1• i:-. r<'I urning in two of his greatest flicks: 
l 'asablanca and The Maltese Falcon. A douhl<' 
f1•at un· that'-.. hard to h<'at ... this Monday night, 
May :!rd. in t hi' Main ThPatre of Dillingham 
( '1·nt1•r. ('asablanca will ht' shownat 7:30 and 11:30 
p.n1.. and The Malt1•s1· Falcon starts al 9::30 p.m. 
.\dmi-;-,ion i ... om• dollar: com<• as lat<· as 9:::10 and 
"''" hoth hit ... , (:C'ar· up for thosp 1•xams with 
"J:o[!'i(•", as ,\Jpha Ep ... ilon Rho pr<'st>nts two of his 
f..!l"l'all·'>I 111ovi1•:-. Monda.v night. · 
WICB-T 
Sunday May 2, 197ti 
('liannd 13 
7 :00 :\'.EWS SCENE 
7::m .1/\ZZ LAU St<'V<' Brown <·onducts th<' Ithaca 
< 'oll<'g-1• .J;1zz Lah with guPsl drummPr ,Jot• 
l,aBarh1•r;1. 
k:30 ITHA('A TIMEPIECE Host Rieh TurkPI 
tall..-.. about l'V<'nts · to comml•morat<· t ht> Ri<"f'n-
11·1111i;1I. 
!l:IHI 01\E NIGHT S'fAND 
!l::Jo FOOD Gl,ORJ0l1S FOOD Walkr H,,rdf'n· 
prPpan·s·a t.,·r1i<·,il. ~pring Ibilian lunch. 
111:00 :\'.EWS SfENE 
I0:15 ALL Kl'11>S OF PEOPLE Bob Boothrovd 
from Boothro· d Insuran<'t' talks with Fra~k 
( ·arpano. 
I0:30 BEHi!\() 'fHE SCENES: Ri1·k Wl•sp 
dbl'll!'-"('<; 1 lw It ha~a Summt•r Rl•pertory Tht-:1tf'r. 
A$jA'fAt_-GA·ftDE-~ ·. 
.rni.~TAVBANTJ 
.-.. -_-.· Cliin~e:.-American Fo.od_· 
_:: . ' . .,: ~~- \ ., .. ::. ., . . . . . , 
: :'.11 (:JY(~(ate Stree~ 
- . '--.. " - ' 
' -: '. : ....... 
Saturday, May 1, 2· p.m. W.alter Ford Hall. . 
(;raduat<' recital: Jeannine Wendt, piano. Music 
hy Bach. Beethoven, Rachmaninoff, Bartok: Free. 
Saturday, May 1:a p.m. Naben~<\uer Room, 
W,tlt(•r Ford Hall. Junior recital: Jeffrey Plissner;-
pi:ino. Music by Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Raye!. 
Sunday. May 2, 2 p.m~· Walter Ford Hall; 
Senior recital:. Janet Cushing and CArolyn Fiegi', 
·duo-pianists. Music by Mozart, Brahms, Debussy. 
Satil', Lutoslawski. Free. · 
Sunday. May 2, 3 p.m. Nabenhauer Room. 
Fr<•('. . I • Walt(•r Ford Hall. Joint student recital: 
Saturday, May 1, 4:15 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
.Jacqueline Stern ,and Beth Zimet, cello. Free. 
. Sunday, May 2, 4 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
St•nior recital: · Carrie Schayes, soprano, accom-
paniPd hy Lynne Splittg~rber, with assisting 
instrumentalists. Music by Mozart, Faure, Wolf, 
Str;1vinsky, Kennedy, Fisher, Jobim. Free. 
Senior re~ital: Richard Hedges, piano: Music. by 
Mozart, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, and Liszt. Free. 
· Saturday, May 1, 7 p.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walt<'r Ford Hall. Student recital: Lynne 
Splittg-Prhl'r. piano. Music by Brahms, RAchman-
inorf, Debussy, Bizet. Free. 
Siinciay, May 2; 7 p.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Joint graduate recital: C9lleen 
l'<•llman, Jan White, James Gower, piano. Music 
h,v·Solt>r, Haydn, Brahms, Debussy, Kabalevsky, 
Copland. Free. · :.. 
rPlaYReview 
---0You can'~ T-ak~lt·.-•• But You can Enjoy It 
By Noelle Burke 
Although YOU CAN'T TA· 
KE IT WIT_H YOU, you can 
certainly attend the current 
Senior Ensemble prQduction. Di-
rected by Firman Brown, the 
play is an ;imusing 30's comedy 
spoofing many aspects ofAmeri-._ 
· can life and art. Written by Moss 
Hart and George Kaufman, it 
takes plai;e in_the New York·City 
area. It is an appropriate com-, 
ment ·on· the Bicentennial ye~r. 
replete·with fireworks, the IR~ 
and Wall_ Street'. · 1 • • 
· The set, a realistii; drawing 
room, establishes an atmosphere · 
of eccentricity. It is cluttered 
. with a variety of contr~sting wall 
hangings, violins and guns. The 
·odd assortment of characters 
further de·velops this mood. 
Richard We_so as Paul Sycamore, 
with his helper Mr. DePinna 
played by Luis South, is busy 
manufacturing · fireworks. , His 
wife Penny, performed 'by Kath-
arine , Pantzer is . involved in 
writing plays.~ "Poison Gas", and 
painting. Bradley , Bliss. is-a 
charming Alice, her beau· Tony 
Kirby played ·earnestly by David 
Czarnecki. Laurie Stelberg's Es-
sie is an akward prinia ballerina; 
or should it be. Ginger Rogers? 
Peder Anderegg· as he_r'. ballet. 
. master KolenkhoY · dii;plays . an 
extravanga~ . .t.head of hair flqual-
. · led -only· by his character. C. 
Townsend Olcott II's Grandfa-
ther.is a solid, likeable character., 
and ·Essie's husband Ed by D .. 
Scott Wallace · is an eternal 
juvenile. 
. The play bristles with quick 
- FlJI.L ITALfAN MENU 
·An, dfaners;aiaLs. pizza, elc,., 
,.t1apou·!eiaeria·.: 
. .-,L ....... SL-: ·27W232>1 
... : ;'0pen7•ra·•,w•--~ .. 
· ., · . · • fronf 'tfalft lo 1ani.. , · · . 
· ,_ Fridara..:~,.•-~·'. 
._;.:; ··. '~-t,~::-~~~\::>~1·;.:-·,, ~-, ! ' 
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. ,.·- .;_. 
. '',,>., .. ; 
one liners and -odd twists. It is 
. well paced and energetic, guar-
anteed .to evoke a response. 
j?erformances are April. 27 to 
May 1, ·8:15 p.m. in the Main 
Theatre of Dillingham <;enter, 
-.,·:·· 
',., ', 
•• '!", .',', 
,. _I ~L:L'.:', 
J' 
' 1\ 
:..-· 
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E~ter~iit"'Q;t .,~;\.Vie.~:.: : \ -·::· - :' ;, . _,.~·- :: Films to C • .a.·a.:. ·s . t· Bl ·rhe Be$t~oJJrt-.x\.~~,,.-: ... / 
. i: t" .·~· . • .. u~_,~,~~~ \.,f·~~er. im~ ues , .. AM~6f's:Suoda~.Ni!!ht Special 
; By 'iay_ Bobbin "·· · · · '· · · · ' '11 you re into music, you'll be mto Sparkle. It's .. , :': ·;·.>; · . .,; :'.·· ~ _ _ ._, :)'' ·. · .. '.. · 
. . . th(' story of three sisters, living in the Harlem of ·. - . . A . year -of top · aibunfs and artists in 
"I. hate all this work!''. That's the. popular thl' 1950's, who sing their way to success. n•vi~w ... th~t·~ The Best of Trax, a four-hour 
?hrase floating around I.C. these days. However, hearthn·a~ an.d _danf::'er .. Supposedly, the tale sp('c1al hegmnmg Sunday at-(?pm on WICB'-AM61. 
,1ust lhink .. .in two or three weeks;we'll all be home paralll'ls (ma f1ct1onahzed way) the career of Diana Co-hosts Harry Stevens and Marty Gould (who 
for the summer, away from all the work and hassles Ross and th(• Supremes. both have hosted Trax during the year) will be 
of coUege - and some of us may be bored stiff. If If you thought that· Universal retired its joim•d hy members of the AM61 staff who were 
this is th(• case. you might want to check into some "Srnsurround" gimmick with Earthquake, think g-uests in the past eight months to take another 
movit's which have either just been released or are ;ig-ain. RPady for release is Midway, a star-fille<l look at the• albums featured on the series. Bruce 
about to he. ThP schedule doesn't forebode another n•1-r<'at inn of the most critical naval battll' of World Springsll'l'n ... Paul Simon ... Linrla Ronstadt.. .Elec-
.laws, last yPar·s hot-weather smash, hut the \Var IL You"ll feel the tremors caused by thl' t ri<' Light Orchestra ... Janis Ian ... the music of 
pil'kings are far from slim... - · 1•xploding torprdoes as Charlton Heston leads such t h1•sp stars and others will be discussed by guests 
ff you \\'l'rl' ever on a problem-plagued llltle ot h1•r notahl1•s as Richard Widmark into the plan. ~rott Lancey. Jay Bobbin, John Mease II and Mark 
fpagut• hasPhall team, you'll undoubtedly g~t · a Foot hall fans will find lh('ir favoritP subjP<'l K~lly, (among ~any others) on The Best of Trax, 
chargl' out of The Bad News Bears, in which Walter 11 ('II l'OV('rNl hy two summPr rd('asPs Black I hi:. ~unday al 6 pm on WICB- AM61. 
Matthau plays tht• tPam's beer-guzzling coach and Sunday stars Roher! Shaw in lh<' story of lPrrorists 
Tat um O'Nl'al is thP star pitcher who is waiting for who plan to run a hlimp into a packed stadium of 
h<•r first training hra. (Well, that's what the ads "P<:l'tators during thP Super Bowl. Mean\\<hilP, an 
-;ay ... \ arnwrl -,nipPr provirlt•s lhP rrisis in Two-Minute 
Th(• la!Psl ('omedy-thriller from Alfred Hitch- Warning as h1• starts killing the• fans in the• stand<;. 
rn<'k. Family Plot, has opPned to excellent reviews. l'harlton llPston. ,John CassavPll•s, Jack Klugman. 
It involves two couplt•s. one• a pair of small-time H1·a11 Hridg1·~ and David JanssPn arP thPrP whrn 
Pmlwn:h•r,; (Barbara Harris and Bruce Dern) and I h1• shooting -;t arh. 
I hP othl'r a tl',lln of expert kidnappprs (Karen.Black Ot hl'r rurrl'nt films will still ht• making t hi' 
and William DPvanp). Eventually, an inherit.mer round~. mo~t notahl~· All The President's Men. 
,·au~l'~ thl'ir paths to cross. and thP fireworks . 1' hit·h ~hould cll•l'init Ply h1• on .vour "must-sep" fo.;t. 
·i1l('fuding ,VC't anotht·r hrNkneck car chasl' . hegin: \\ hall'\ (•r film-; you <k<·id<' to vil'w. <·n.io.,· 'pm ... and 
~ta., cool this summ<'r! 
oooAn<t, Kn This Corner 000 
Editor's Last I?) Note 
Effective with the first fall 
issue of The Ithacan, Caryn 
Pichr will, bl' assuming the 
position of Entertainment Edi-
tor. I'd just like to take this 
op port unity to thank all of the 
writc•rs who worked with me in 
Enll'rtainment this year - parti-
cularly moviP critic Darr.v Sra-
rl1•, drama critic Noelle Burke, 
and all-around l"rilie Cor('y Tay-
lor. And to the r,•,;t of vou ... tha-
nks for r<'ading thl' · stuff w<' 
'.\TOie! 
Jay Bobbin 
~ .. ~ ~-,-~j ~ 
NOW••aTHROUGH SATURDAY 
On The Commons Open Thursday til 9:00 pm 
OUBIGANT 
HANTILLY 
SPECIALS 
SILVER 
JEWELRY 
JUNIOR 
SHIRTS 
Bubbling Bath & Shower Gel 
s a bonus with $5 fragrance 
urchase 
Spray mist, 3.50; Eau de 
logue, 3.00, Cream Per-
fume, 2.75; Spray Mist, Bath 
ii set, 4.00 
osmefics 
MISSES' POL VESTER 
PULL-ON PANTS 
699 
originally 11.00 
o Designed by Ginny 
o Patterns, solids 
o Sizes 10 to 1 8 
sportswear 
JUNIOR 
SHORTS 
_ ]99 
originally l ) .00 
o Pre-wash denim~ 
o Painters cloth 
o Sizes 5 to 13 
junior sportswear 
KN~E 
HOSIERY 
- . '"\;1·00 
2 prs. for 
originally 1.~ • 
• Demi-toe 
·• Beiges, taupes -
' • One.~ze for au 
· · hosiery . 
' 
\. 
'",:', ,,' '. ,,' ,', ., ... 
.. ''. 
'· ' 
0 
JUNIOR 
T-SHIRTS 
]99 
originally to 13.00 
o Cotton knit pullovers 
o Novelty- styles 
o S-M-l sizes 
junior sportswear 
HELEN,HARPER. 
SWEA-lERS 
799 
originally to 16.00 
o Spring styles 
o Wc;,1s~able knits 
o S-M·l sizes 
sportswear 
·, . ~ ~- . : ' . _ ... 
I -·,. 
699 
o l 00% nylons 
o Pa~~! prints 
o S'-M!t sizes 
iunior sportswear 
~~~:~~~~:s /!f :J) 
3 for 319 \---
originally to 3 for 4.79 \ 
o T-shirts, briefs , • 
o Cotton knit, irreg. 
o Briefs 30-44; 
shirts S-M~l 
mens wear 
MEN'S COOL 
KNIT SHIRTS 
5 90 2 tor 11,00 
originally 10.00 
o Polyesters 
0 Short sleeves 
0 S-M..l sizes 
mens wear 
,,,,·1 
:,i ,,; 
i'' ;:: 
,:,,,·· 
1 
! 
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W~a the~ ReportrA·-Muslcal ''Tour d'. "r;,' ,. e-.corce- ,. i 
BY Bill Sauer 
Wit~ the release of their sixth album, "Black 
Market, Weather Report firmly establislies their 
deserv_ed place among the vanguard of today's jazz 
rock field. "Black Market" is one of the band's 
strongest albums and shines with originality and 
the freedom of musical expression. 
In the Weather report tradition the opening 
number, "Black Market", is a rocker and stands out 
as one of the album's finest cuts. 
"Cannon Ball" follows as the perfect mellow 
counterpart to the opening cut. Dedicated to· the 
late Cannonball Adderly, with whom Zawinul 
played for ten years prior to forming Weather 
Report, Zawinul's keyboards here are a model of 
economy and taste, played off against Shorter's 
equally simple and beautiful saxophone voicings. 
Weather Report is a contemporary jazz rock 
band based around the nucleus of jazz virtuosos 
Josef Zawinul and Wayne Shorter. These two 
musicians founded and remain the sole surviving 
members of the band which first surfaced four 
years ago. 
Weather. Report was originally founded 
around Zawmul, Shorter, and Czech bassist 
Mirosla~ Vitous a~ as experiment in musical 
exprt>ss1on. D~spite vari'9us personnel changes, the 
ba_n_d .has rem~med1.rue to its original philosophy of 
ut1l1zmg music a? an intimate form of human 
com~inication. Weather Report presents feelings, 
Pmot1'.>ns, and human realities free from the 
trappings of conventional musical structure or 
preordained outlines. 
. _The Album opens with the sound of a very 
·lo~e1gn ~no very hectic marketplace. Working off 
this ~ettm~ no~ established within our mind's eye, 
Zawrnul_ rip~ into a funky upbeat bass and 
,ynthe~·1zer lme and the album is well under way. 
Painted 1R-ings and 
"Gibraltar" is a fast percussive number and 
closes the side of Zawinul compositions on a strong 
note. "Gibralter" features the two-man rhythm 
section which has always played an important role 
in the band's unique sound. Throughout "Black 
Market" the drumming of Chester Thompson and 
the conga and percussive work of Alejandro Acuna 
are ex.trodinary. From the driving percussive 
barrages of "Black Market" and "Gibralter", to the 
subtle and mello"( drumming of "Cannon Ball" and 
"Three Clowns", Thompson and Acuna are 
omnipresent and an essential part of the band's 
power structure. 
Side two opens with Wayne Shorter's "Elegant 
People", the album's strongest overall cut. It 
exemplifies the Weather Report sound in which the 
whole is always greater than merely the sum of its 
parts. 
GJant Wings Make Way for Other Toys 
Richard Otis 
President, Student Body 
The optomist believes the 
glass of water is half full, the 
pessimist the glass is to be half 
empty. The bigot sees the world 
as black and white. The jock is, 
of <·ourse, dumb. and the drama 
rama, gay. Simple. Easy. Bliss-
fully ignorant. 
1 don't see the world as 
being that simple, easy nor clear 
cut. Someone els!.' looking at the 
glass might rail it just a cup of 
water, ignore it.and walk away. 
Another person might think it 
lonely, take it over to the sink, 
fill it up and put a flower in it or. 
think it better dyed purple. 
There's even the person who 
would add ice and two shots of 
bourbon. The scientist will tell 
you tnat shades of grey and a 
wide spPctrum of vivid colors 
accompany black and white. 
For the last five years I've 
bPPn a studt>nt at Ithaca College. 
J'vp lived with ,,tudent<:, worked 
for and with them. and represe-
ntt•d thPm. One observation I 
have madt> is that many students 
want to bPlit>ve that the world is 
vPry simple. Issue's are very 
simplP. ThPrl' is one's own 
opinion, it is the only real truth 
and thPrP's no room for anyone 
pl:;p's. Team "X" is better than 
lPam "Y" because a friend told 
you so, no tiuestions asked. The 
last 1•xample is the one I fpar thP 
most. To makt' a dPcision without 
fir,-.[ knowing data. without 
n•sparl'hing- fads, or rationally 
building an opinion b dipusiv1•ly 
irn·sponsihlP. 
During tht• n•cent Stud!.'nt 
Body l'!t'etions and during the 
,-.\ udPnt activism ov!.'r the Coll-
Pf.r<' hudgt•t. such decisions have 
bt>Pn mllde. Most of the candid-
ates publicly made statements 
and decisions like these. Many 
students uncritically believed 
them, others had made them a 
long time before. 
Tfauli,(perhaps I mean 'ca-
use') does not necessarily belong 
to the candidates. More properly 
it lies in a wide range of places. 
One is a student run newspaper 
that has sometimes not been 
quite accurate nor objective (for 
whatever reason). Another is 
that the only college-wide admin-
istrative voice that most stude-
nts come ~cross, Intra-College, 
never caught the eye of the 
student, and in its present form 
doesn't even supply the informa-
tion it previously had. 
A major piece of the "blame" 
rests with your Student Govern-
ment. The S.G. Office has a great 
deal of information on hand, the 
officers embody an even greater 
resevoir of experience and facts. 
What materials we don't already 
receive from the faculty, staff, 
administration and governance 
structure, we clearly know whe-
re and how to search out. 
Student Gov't in the past was 
never particulary very successful. 
in publicizing its activities and 
thost> of the college. Communi-
!'aiing complicated issues to 4800 
pPopl<' is not a simple process. 
This year saw at least an attempt 
to imprr>V!.' that situation. At the . 
saml' time though. I made the 
conseious decision not to spoon 
ft>Pd information to the Student 
Body. I strongly feel that as 
maturing adults it is vour 
responsibility to seek out and ask 
about what vou don't know. I felt 
and still heiieve that ·jf someone 
is truely interested in a subject 
he or she will make the time and 
effort required to find the 
answers. 
Two years ago Paul Stern 
and Andy Friedman were among 
the first students to question the 
College budget. Extremely im-
portant and effective student 
positions on College governing 
bodies hav gone and still go 
begging. Last year there was no 
competition- for the Student 
Government offices. Student re-
sponse to published information 
ranging from important intra--
college changes to the starving 
billions of the. world (a subject 
radically more deserving of stu-
dent time and attention than 
playing 'fiddly Winks· and Pick--
up Sticks while obstructing Pres-
ident Whalen's office) has, in the 
past, been generally nit 
The Student Government 
operated this year upon the 
supposition that such student 
inactivity and lack of interest 
would continue. A conjecture 
that I am sure was shared by 
more that one administrator. We 
proceed to act upon issues we 
saw as important and "in a 
non-public manner. We have 
been far from inactive. 
All of a sudden a hew and 
cry for more student representa-
tion mixed with claims of Stu-
dent Gov't ineptitude was heard. 
It was laced with statements 
claiming we "work for it" (the 
administration, a direct quote 
rom the Open Door Party). A 
statement whose implications we 
resent. My response to.the cry is 
that any lack of representation, 
decision making, and the general 
ignorance of issues affecting the 
school on the part of the students 
is not the Students Govern-
ment's fault, nor the Administra-
tion's, nor the lthacan's, but 
rests with the Student Body. 
cont. page 18 
Heat1!!f V111'// ?:rens11re! 
"Three Clowns", another Shorter composition, 
follows as the side two counterpart to "Cannon 
Ball" serving as a nice change of pace. The l.llbum's 
last two songs were penned respectively by the 
band's new bass player, Jaco Pastorius, and 
recently departed bassest Alphonso Johnson, who 
is now touring ' ~h Billy Cobham's band. 
Pastorius' "Barbary Coast" opens and closes 
with train sounds and stands out as the album's 
single funkiest track, proving him a worthy 
successor to Johnson. Alphonso Johnson's "Heran-
du" is a fine rocker marked by an offbeat tempo and 
Johnson's own solid bass riffs. It is · fitting 
conclusion to "Black Market", and to Johnson's 
three album stretch with the band. 
· Although Zawinul and Shorter undoubtedly 
make up the band's creative nucl~us, the remainder 
of Weather Report is by no means merely their 
backup band. Weather REPORT IS A MUSICAL 
POOL WlIICH CHANGES AS IT GROWS. The 
.present line-up I see as an.earthy or funkier one as 
opposed to the earlier band whose style was in a 
large part set by the more cerebral bass player 
Miroslav Vitous. 
Weather Report mai_ntains the amasing ability 
not only to accept change, but to turn a potential 
loss, such as the recent loss of Alphonso Johnson, 
into a constructive gain, by the introduction of new 
talent and ideas into the band. 
Weather Report is a musical tour de force and 
"Black Market" may be seen as a case in point. 
Paradoxically. their--•onflict breeds harmony. their 
complexity breeds s mplicity, and their technique 
bree<ls emotion. Weather Report not only 
anticipates an exciting musical future, but presents 
; it with such total devotion and genuine honesty 
that one can't help but to be made a believer. 
Students Sheltered 
in Firehouse 
By Lauren Iossa 
"RathPr than just gaining a free place to livP 
11 hilP ~oing through college. I'm also gaining a 
valuahh• experience and meeting new people," says 
Kim -Eaton. Ithaca College senior and volunteer 
fin•man. . 
Kim JS·one of t~e students who each year sign a 
contract with the Citv of Ithaca to liw in the"' 
hunkrooms of the Ithac~ Fire Stations for free. The 
<'onditions are that the student "hunkers" must 
allPnd a firefighting training program and respond 
to an.v alarms which go off while they are in the 
hunkhousP. 
/\ typical student "bunker" ends up sliding 
down that pole and dashing off to a -fire 
approximatPly 250 to 300 times a year. Kim feels 
that mo~t of thl· students respect this responsibility 
and an• ~lad to be of s£>rvice to the communitv. 
"The only time the alarms become annoying. is 
whPn ~oml'onP is studying for an exam or writing 
an important paper." hl' said. 
Right now the program is limited to men. 
a<'l"ordin~ to Lt. Williams. bPcause it would be 
rliffil'ult to accomodatP women. There are four 
hunk rooms· with six bl'ds in each and all the 
hunkPrs shar(• a common bathroom and shower. 
ThP o\ ht•r facilities includP a fully equipped 
kitl"hPn, four studv and recreation rooms; 
tl'l1•vbion ,Pts. so<la· and beer ma~hines, a pool 
I ah IP and priVatP lockers. 
,\ It hough some of the studPnts 01·casionallv 
complain about a lack ~>f privacy. they enjoy most ~r 
t h1· ;1,-.pt'l'I ~ o.f living at tlie Firehous_e. "Living here 
i,-. lik<' a hrot hPrhood," explained Kim. In fact, 
I hl'rl' ,ll'(' about Hi I.C. student bunkers at the 
CPnlral F'ir'e Station and t.hey are all members of a 
hrot hPrhood they call Phi Epsilon Hose. The 
or~anizati<ln sponsors banquets and parties for its 
nwmlwrs and tht> regular firemen and their wives. 
In ordPr to become a bunkl•r, a s·tudent must 
;,how soml' financial need and pass a physical. 
('hid WpavPr usually sets <1side openings for 
mPmbPrs of the various sports teams. The 
pro~ram PXtends to five fire stations and i§._open to 
hot h Corn£>11 and Ithaca Colle!?e students .. · · 
(cont page ·9) 
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11hacan Inquirer 
By Cindy Schwartz 
photos by Ginger Flook 
. This is our l.ast Ithacan Inquirer. In•the past 
two years that we've had this column, we have 
enjoyed talking to the hundreds of students we've 
interviewed. It's been a fun experience. Thanks, 
· Cindy a,nd Ginger. · 
The Question: .. After four years of attending 
Ithaca College, what words of wlisdom would you 
like to leave to inco!Ding freshmen?" 
Teri Aglietti, Senior, Personnel. 
"Try to g(•I the most out of what 
-~·ou f Parn. Everything isn't a big 
Jok(•_- pPoplP don't take things 
spriously enough." -
Kathy Lefferts, Senior, English. 
"!'lay it as il lies. More than any 
ot hPr institution I have ever 
known. It h:i<'a College is what 
_vou makl' it." 
Karen Binder,' Senior, Psychol-
ogy. "The more you put into it, 
t hl· mor<• you get out of it." 
.lohn Sonnenberg, Senior; Ac-
counting. "Trv to takl' advan-
t ag-l' or thl' soc.ial life, hut don't 
11'! that ov(•rride your acade-
mies." 
H~S ~upport 
' [cont. from page 5) 
·also btilliance. But at least the 
framework exists from which to 
build a school which offers a high 
quality of educatiorl in the liberal 
arts. 
My · hope is for continued 
building upon this framework -
my expectations are not. The 
future may hold painful, unfair 
cuts into several departments in 
the School of H & S. The school 
may become bitterly divided 
over which departments gain and 
which suffer. Liberal Arts at 
·Ithaca College may well become 
a joke. · 
In my opinion, anyone who 
denies the necessity of. an 
integrated and complete educa-
tion in the Liberal· Arts is 
foolhardy. 
Shrinking the student popu-
lation may not hurt much, but 
shrinking our education may be a 
disaster. 
Sincerely, 
Michael Zalkin 
Rushia Johnson, Senior, Music. 
"For onl' thing. l(•t us not he so 
apathl'lil' hPrausp I have found 
oVP·r t h1• yPars that apathy has 
hl'<'Oml· a tn•ml•ndous prohk•m, 
l'spp1·ially among black studPnts 
and minority studPnts. I hav(• 
round apathy lo hl' th(• higgpst 
prohl<·m among t hl· l'ntirl' stu-
dPnt hod~·. You havP to kPep 
focu-. on what is going on in 
~,t·idy. Bl'ing hl'n' Wl' lost touch 
\\ ith sol'il't~· and with what is 
rl'all_v happPning." 
GOOD BYE a·1vEAWAY 
:,~, . ' 
·' 
·-o ~ 
TONIGHT<thursday> 
FREEDRINK 
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... Student Firemen 
-- [cont. from pag~ 8) 
"On the whole, student bunkers are pn:u, 
damn good. It's a good thing we have them. We'd 
have problems if we didn't, " claims 1:,t. Wheaton. 
Lt. Wheaton believes that the students are 
basically reliable and take their duties seriously. 
Only very seldom is anyone suspended for not 
living up to his contract. 
Students begin their first training in Septem-
ber. Two week-ends ar.e spent familiarizing the 
student bunkers with the basic methods and · 
equipment used in fighting fires. After that. the 
st\)dents must attend two evening training sessions 
a month. They are taught everything from 
country-type firefighting to aerial and ground 
ladder use. Company One Captain Glenn Trembley 
says, "Most get to be pretty good and they. learn 
fairlv fast:" 
·Tne student bunkers agree that the learning is 
very intl'rl'sting. Many of the students become so 
involv(•d in the work that they go on to become 
Pilher full-timl' or volunteer firemen after 
graduating. In fact, Chief Weaver of the Ithaca 
Fire Department is an ex-student bunker from 
Station Number Nine. 
Th(• only major complaint that any of the 
stud(•nt hunkers have, said Kim, is that girls are 
hot allowed in the beclroom. Other than that, the 
expPril'nre of being a volunteer firemaJJ in lhl' 
hunkhousP is a heneficial one, according to Kim. 
The last of this year's unqergraduate recitals 
hav(• hPPn schl'dUll'd at Ithaca College's School of 
Musil' May 4-9. All are free to the public: 
Violist Colin Spence,: a junior and pupil of 
.Jt,nniP Hansen, will perform at 1 p.m. Tuesday in 
Waller Ford Hall. followPd at 3 p.m. by pianists 
Elizabeth Ilanco<'k and J. StPphPn Got.tpsman. 
both pupils of D vid KPlsPy. 
In tht• Nahl'nhauer Room Tul'sdav. vocalist· 
Sharon Fran<'er will givt• hn senior r~cital at 2 
p.m. A pupil of Augus Godwin, she will sing music 
h.v Vivaldi, I!om•ggPr, Nill's, Holiday, Shemer and 
a group of J'l'wish folk songs. 'conniP Karpinski's 
sPnior piano recital is set for 4 p.m. in Nabenhauer. 
She studies with David Mulfinger. 
Pianists from the class of David Kelsey will 
play a program of short selections in the 
Na~PnhauPr Room at 7 p.m. Wednesday. Voice 
pupils of LPslie Bennett will be heard in recital at 
8:lS p.m. Thursday in the music auditorium. 
Two student recitals Sunday, May 9, in the 
Nahenhaupr Room will fcaturP guitarist Peter 
LPhman al l p.m. and vocalist Susan Watson at 7 
p.m. Lehman is a senior guitar major under 
Edward, FlowPr. Miss Watson, a planned studies 
major at Ithaca Collegt• and voic,e pupil of Prof. 
BPnnPtt. 
I.Cm 
STUDENTS 
200i, Discount on 
7\l Purcliase of $5 
or More in Posters, Prints, 
Jewelry 
10% Discount on Purchase of $5 
or More in Books and Cards 
You mustaskforyourdiscount 
. and show your Ithaca College ID 
Offer good May 5, 19 76. 
PRE•SALE SALE 
For you who will be leaving 
before our Big Annual 
'SUMMER SURVIVAL' 
SALE•• 
we're giving you a preview. 
ITHACA COMMONS . 
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Looking Back on the Fi~t Year: .. 
An Interview With James Whalen ,I",. 
By Mark Engstrom 
Dr. James Wlialen is now nean"ng the 
•. end of his first year as President of Ithaca 
College. After being accepted by the 
Presidential Search Committee l,ast Apn"l, 
he fonnally assumed the duties of the 
Presidenc_y over the summer. 
In order to share his impressions of 
his first year here with the rest of the 
College Community, Whalen agreed to 
meet with The Ithacan this week and 
reflect upon some of the events and issues 
Ithaca College has faced in the past 
academic year. The following is a 
condensed report · on the President's 
feelings. , 
Ithacan: President Whalen, in an inter-
view condurted about this time last year 
you said you were unsure of what your 
priorities would he at Ithaca College. At 
'the time you said you would have to learn 
;thout the College as quickly as possible, 
and do this hy meeting and talking with 
the stuJents, faculty, and various consti-
tuencies outside of the institution. Do you 
feel you have been successful in your 
efforts lo communicate, and what priori-
ties have you been able to establish'? 
Whaleq·: Well, I don't know if I've been as 
successful as I would have liked to have 
heen. Have I communicated? I've gone 
out. I've spent time with members of the 
Board of Trustees, visiting and talking 
with them. I spend time with a lot of 
individual members of the ·faculty, and 
small groups of faculty. We've had several 
faculty meetings, but as a rule I haven't 
met)n large groups with them. 
With studrnts it has also. been mainly 
talking with small groups who have come 
in. although probably not as many as 
faculty. I have attempted through lunch-
eons several times a·-week to get out and 
speak with students, and I've- visited 
several of tht' dorms as well. I've also had 
at least two oren meetings. 
The timing of the ·open meetings 
might have been a mistake. I had felt I 
hadn't been having enough contact with 
· students and I ~hose that time in January 
right when the budget was being 
completed. I really had no intention of 
devoting those meetings to the budget 
since I had agreed not to discuss the 
completed version of the budget until the 
Community Council meeting. This is the 
way it had been done in past years, yet 
people thought I wiis being devious for not 
discussing it at the open meetings. 
Last week David and some of the kids 
who were in the office asked if I would 
meet with them. Well yeah, I'll always try 
to work a meeting into my schedule. I'm a 
little disappointed I've had to spend so 
much time this year going through all the 
aspects of this place. I'm happy, I think I 
know a lot about this school now, and I 
think I've accomplished a lot that way. I 
think it was a good exposure to student's, 
faculty and the Board; but I'm sure there 
ar£> some people· I haven't seen or feel I 
haven't seen them ·enough. Generally, 
though, I do feel I have communicated. 
Ithacan: What do you feel your most 
significant accomplishme,nts have been. at 
Ithaca College this year? Do you feel you. 
have initiated any particular programs or 
actions that have stood out'? 
Whalen: No, I don't think I have done 
anything this year that is particularly 
outstanding in the sense of something that 
would make everyL,dy s;iy "Wow!". I'm 
not sure that is really the role of ·a College 
president, particularly the first year. I 
think if I have done anything it is a 
personal s~nse of accompl,ishment that I 
feel J know a lot about the ins~itution. I've 
worked hard. I"ve been here, I've studied 
it, and f think I've refrained from 
attempting to do anything outstanding.-
think we've been able to use some of our 
resources to provide the faculty with some 
decent salary increases. 
Ithacan: Have you been sur_prised by any 
of the things you've found at Ithaca 
College? Has anything clashed with what 
you initially expected? 
Whalen: No, . I don't think I've been 
particulary suprised by anything. There 
are a lot of littel unique and special things 
about Ithaca College, the·· way people 
behave or manage their affairs, but 
nothing major. 
Ithacan: At the present tirrie it is ...Yery 
important that Ithaca College have a 
st,rong development office. It would seem 
that as President one of your chief 
responsibilities would be to visit with 
foundations and potential individual don-
nors who might be able to help the College 
financially. Do you feel you have been 
successful in the area of development? 
Whalen: The development .. c;peration is 
relatively n~w at Ithaca College, it doesn't 
go back 100 years like the. school. does. A 
lot of ground work h_as to be done in 
foundations and corporations before the 
President goes out. In other words·, 
contacts have to be made, doors have to 
be op~ned and so fort.h, For example, just". 
.this week we have two people go to New 
York visiting foundations with ideas, and I· 
will follow behind. In may, two· weeks 
from now. I. will be down there. for a 
couple of days before commencement· and 
probably for a week after, following up on 
the themes being introduced and talking· 
about individual programs. . 
It would be very easy for me to point 
out this year that we did develop several 
hun.dreds of thousand dollars that have 
been raised this year. But'l!an I take credit 
for that'! No, it started way back when; 
What might happen a. year from now, 
what mignt happen in June about a gift 
that I've been after for a while., well I can 
say yeah, I think I had an effect on that. I 
think l"'ve been effective this year ·raising 
a couple of $25,000 grants. But in terms of 
th.e Gannet Center, for example, it's an · 
on-going process. . 
One of the things that I really have to 
do, that I look forward to doing; is getting 
on the front end of that development 
operation. The President is. not' the 
College, but the.President represents the 
College. When we have a Provost 'in place 
and a new Business Manager-in place and 
· we're running along, then. I hope to be · 
able to turn a lot of attention to the 
development of the College. · I'm· just 
aching to do that. But right now, I h..,ave to 
make i-ure that when -,I go out on the 
-strel't, lhat I know this College. I have to · 
know what our strengths are sfi I can 
support them, and kno·w the weaknesses 
as well so that they can be strengthened. 
. . - ... 
Ithacan: What . do you finp: generally 
impresses people the most about Ithaca 
Co~lege'? · -. · . .: · _ .- : . · 
There ii.lways is a lot of pressure to do 
this, or change this, or alte_r that; and. I 
think sometimes. the best thing we can do 
is restrain that pressure until ~e do· feel 
comfortable and kn·ow what w~ ar~.doi~g., 
Two good things I feel I have done,.:·. Whalen: I ,~hink probab_ly.ttie·-t~tality of it. 
t~ough, are to make. the Board aware that People and foundations .. have., .different 
tne tenur1: problem ~s ~.ver·1:complex one, · in~erests. I think o~e of the things that:.. 
- one that IS not eye,n · througQ,-Out the strikes the donnors most about· the school 
college, so that no,on~.:~olution is going to ·.is the fact that it is composed· of many 
resolve it; I think the Board will be willing ' . . · •· · . · · ·. 
to give some' time. to that now. Also, 1 different parts, and-there is .I:\ tremendcms ' ' , / .. 
j 111 
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opportunity here to do many different 
things: So although a person might start 
out with-·an interest, in Allied Health, you 
might get them talking about all the 
things in Physical Edu~ion, -or the things 
in Communications, or Business. -
Ithacan: In an addr:ess to the faculty 
earlier this semester you stated that the 
role of the students should be to learn, the 
role of the faculty should be to teach, and 
that administrators should administrate:. 
What limits do you see as appropr,iate for 
student and faculty participation in the 
college's governance? -
Whalen: W~II let me re-phrase that. I 
think it would have been better if I said 
the primary role of the administration is 
to administrate, the primary role· of the 
faculty is to teach, and the students to 
learn. I do not mean that faculty and 
students should not be concerned about 
the management of the College. I really do-
feel they should be concerned, they have a 
. . 
Whalen: This year I have not had a lot of 
contact"with the Student Government as a 
body. I've tall5~d to some of the Student 
Government leaders from time to time, 
but i haven't really seen them as a body. 
.I-would say here, probably, that we 
have an average kind of interest in 
Student Government. I remember back in · 
the 1960's we. had strong student 
government, and it was sort of the thing 
to do. Then in the 1.960's there were ·ad.h<R! 
groups, interest groups, student' govern-
r,nent was·kind Qf on the side. A-lot of 
people find student government to be not 
terribly exciting because sometimes it's 
play acting. Students say we are:not doing 
· ~nythi.ng · really . important, and that 
sometimes can· be an administrative 
. problem. or a.college problem, sometimes 
it C1fil..be a problem of the things people 
are addressing. - . -
The other thing is you have to go 
across the country; colleges and universit-
ies are very different across the country. 
When you get into the midwest,_student 
government kinds of things are very 
strong; but on the East coast there is less 
of that and more of the ad- hoc interest 
groups. 
I would say our Student Government 
asThave see it this year,. and I say i' have· 
not had a lot of contact with the group or 
the individual leaders, this looks pretty 
mu<:h to me like student go:vernment's I 
have,,,worked with at other places. I think 
they have been effective on some things, 
and ineffective an frustrated in some 
other areas. · , 
Ithacan: Many people on campus have 
expressed dissatisfaction with the opera-
tion. of the Faculty Council, including some 
of its present and former membe~s. Do 
you feel this body is living up to its full 
potential as a representative body? · 
stake in it. And,the Administra~ion has a: \Y-halen.:,,I. t,l:iin~ people are 'trying .very 
stake in. the classroo~. in the tel}ching hard to find a way to represent the faculty 
that goes on. .. . oi Ithaca College, and that is a v~ 
I'm really _concerned-that you are difficult,. and. sure they might · feel a 
enjoying your education and getting tiresome and thankless task, because the . 
something out. of it, and that a faculty issues are so complex and because I think 
member feels that they do have a good we, have the kind .of pl'.()blem _that a 
place to teach and that they are doing a university has. When· you have six or 
good j~b. I also want them to appreciate eight different kinds of programs and 
me, and the· administration, that we're' different kinds 1>f faculty with different 
doing a good job. - kinds of interests, it gets very difficult to 
: What I'm really. saying is that represent that. faculty in total across the 
although it doesn't "exclude" you, you institution... -
should be encouraged to make inputs and This really gets back to the same old 
say what should be done and I should hear question ·that I'm always posing, and it's 
it. I don't know the best way to do it, to nothing new I'm sure to the faculty, are 
mail everybody a post card, or we have we a college, or are we a university? If we 
committees, okay. Well they don't work are a college, that suggests one way of 
as well sometimes as we like; so open governing. If in fact we are a university, 
meetings,· we'll have some of those;~ or _what I have called a .miniversity, then I 
faculty meetings, Student Government think your talking about another kind of 
- meetings, everybody can poo-poo one of gov.ernance. The delineation must be 
t~ose, but they're air important. The cl~ar. . 
student.newspaper, the student. radio, ass. We're not decided ,yet. My own 
of these a_re ways to have input ... ;. - personal.feeling right now is ·that we're. 
My job as an administi:ator is more of-a university than a college. I think 
J:>11sically to make ·· management and when you· 'have five schools aml three 
administrative , decisions. After I .have divisions with leaders on. each . one of : 
heard e:verybtidy, then I have the primary: them, and faculties ,assigned fu ea~h one, 
resJ!~nsibility _af!d au~hority to make th~n yo~ are really. talking ab.911t a small· 
dec1s1ons relative to the future . of the umvers1ty. Now does that mean we 
. school. And if I ·make decisions that are become a maxi-college_ if we organize .. a 
pretty far out of line with what students. liJ,tle bit differently, and we think a little 
fee\· they can tolerate,. I'm not .,talking b1t differently; not at a!I. , 
about ·one~ student or five students, but This · year a problem ·we've been 
the maJQrity of students, for good reason, dealing with is the faculty handbook and 
"tor the faculty· good reason, then you concerns about governance, how do we all 
k!]ow they'll be looking around. I would ·relate together an~_w.hosejp charge of 
n.o.t.-be the leader .•. - . what.· This is ·sometµing,, the Board of 
· ·· Maybe.wbat-1 o,ugh~ to do.is write a Trustees has establishedaild'a committee. 
letter · inviting people ' to write- back,- is.· underway to . evaluate · the Board 
"What do you think about the College? : by-l_aws and what the .. Board has been 
Apd what do you think are some of the doing ,with'governanc~. so ihaf;tl:iey ca~ 
things· that- should be done here or. then l~ok at the College and make -some 
shouldn't be done-here? Take some time, ·-r~ccimmendation!!.fo:u~ ~s·to how we can· 
. write a page or two between studyi.ng or . improve and :pursui( 'gove~nance in the 
.between drinks.or whatever. and write, ·ne_J:ct few years. Althpugh some.aspects of. 
down what you think." Sure, a lot of . our goyern·ance has worked, a lot of.it just . 
P,eople are uninformed and we'll get some ' jiasn't:. - ' : . - . . . .-: . . . 
silly things,: sure. but· we might get a . · ·. · . .. - · . 
· number ·.or _ideas .. A . number · of things. Ithacan:· With regard to tenure, do you · 
might be said that might. be intei:esting. see tht!. present. system · as -a satisfactory 
-. . '. · . . ~ < · ·: · . 'm1e'!. · Ate you alarmed by·· the. gro~ng 
Ithacan:· lfow -~oes tlte- .Ithaca .College· per~entage·of .. tenure~faculty? .· ... · ,,:-
~ ~tudent Government eompar~ 'v.'.ith others. . . , .::, .. . , . . . .. .. _. 
. that you,.have·worked"'With tis this one· _Whalen: ~~n.J.gu~s!'; it:depen'ds.ohwh~ 
, especfallj, ·effective .. :or; .ineff~ive, ··in. y:~ut~lkJ~;·.~omi(~pl~Jell~~hit:tlt~i:.e.~ ,' 
offering leadership-to t~~ sttufent body'"?. ~ ~~hin( :*e .. m,atter. ':o/ith'; a··.cotrip!eteJy. 
• ' ~ ~....._: • , ~. ;-c • • -..,:::::, - , 
,_. ,1r ;::_, ' ' .
... ,' ,,· ,• ,~,'',.,', :~', • '.: ~ •,.'',~1.' ;':..-:.,',!~ '..., < \,'.' ._ ...... , ::, '1~'.~ ~--<~' /' :), I~~!.!:, ' ', ~ ,1 ,_;!,.~\~::. 1:f:,~~" •. :·,; : ,··. / '·- . ..... -, ,. 
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tenured in faculty. Y~m get the argument particu~ar areas, we won't be able to 
that· if the tenured faculty have been certify them. 
evaluated and given tenure, that they're I think it addresses a larger issue. 
really supposed to be pretty good and Down· the road what we're going to see 
would make a ~ood institution. There are ~ore and more of are the development of 
others who ·question the validity ·or the examinations and evaluations, written 
evaluation, and · say we should always and oral, to_ see whether you did get 
have room for new blood. Then the something approximating what we did say 
counter argument is that old blood is more you would get in college. That is terribly_ 
experienced than new blood and so on. difficult for certain disciplines, terribly 
There is the argument about acade- difficult. Just because you cannot define 
.mic freedom. Well, of course I have the end product doesn't mean that what 
problems with that one because I really do you are doing isn't worthwhile. Where 
believe.that things have changed over the you can, you should do it. WHere it's not 
last .ao to 40 years_ so that the law has~ possible, and there are some areas where 
provided for a lot more academic freedom it is -not, I would hate to be interferring 
for everybody than the law perhaps did 40 with the teachin·g of philosophy. You can't 
years ago. And I think als~.-as most of us reduce everything_ to"numbers, and the 
would agree, that the faculty member who day you do that, you have a problem. 
comes th,;ough the door and has to spend 
six years ought to have academic freedom 
for those six years. ., 
. So -I think we're really talking more 
and more about security. If everyone 
would agree that tenure is awarded to the 
superb, but-perhaps some of us wl!o aren't 
superb could go on teaching, it would be a 
Ithacan: The issue oC the budget was 
probably the most overt controversy your 
administration faced all year. Do·you see 
the administration handling the situation 
any differently next year to prevent the 
events of the past year from recurring? 
way of solving the problem. It would be Whalen: Well, let me ask you a question. 
an honor, it's a secon«! welcoming to the Were the students involved in the budget 
-company of· scholars ... 
We have at .Ithac~ College a problem the year before? 
where we have already tenured in a 
number of departments, and som,e of them Ithacan: Not to any great extent. There 
are our most outstanding professors, and were problems then similar to this year's. 
there would be no question that if they 
' came up tomorrow they'd get tenure 
again, and rightly so ... 
For the moment I feel tha~ the tenure 
issue is something I need to spend a lot 
more time looking at, and hope in the fall 
I'm going to have some recommendations 
for the Board, Deans and faculty about 
this issue, making sure that we are very 
-cautious about granting tenure and that 
people do measure up, and that the 
criteria for it is written down. . 
I think it's very important that the 
faculty be evaluated, I really do. I think 
they need to know from year to year how 
well they're doing, and I think _that is the 
responsibility chairmen who have real 
responsibilities. I really _think that 
chairmen should be letting people know 
what they think of them, and I think the 
Deans. should be letting faculty know too. 
And q·uite frankly I think that these days 
it needs to be in writing, so there isn't any 
understanding, because we're ·really talk-
ing about people's futures. 
One of the problems with attempting 
to change the whole idea of tenure, even if 
our faculty were for it, would be what 
does it say about _the school to the 
lay-people, to the country. Ithaca College 
abolishes tenure. Why? Maybe we were 
the purest in notion, we decided we were 
going to keep all our faculty, that nobody 
had to worry, that we really didr\.'t need 
this tenure routine and so forth. Well 
what we really could' say to people is, 
Ah-ha, they're in trouble. They have no 
academic standards, or the AAUP CEN-
SURES Ithaca College. If the whole idea 
of tenure ch&nges, maybe in the-·year 2000 
things will change. That is one 'area 
where I don't feel like being on the 
vanguard. 
Ithacan: A state mandate regarding 
Compete'1CY. Based Teacher Education has 
revived questions of academic freedom, 
particularly among the H & S faculty. Do 
you view CBTE as being a .threat to 
academic freedom or do. you see it--·as a:. 
useful means of -evaluating: teaching· 
candidates in the state? . -
Whalen: I- think it is a useful means for 
evalua~ing what you _are ·doing,_~ and 
clarifying your goals. I think it can ·be 
intimidatfog and interferring if th~ faculty ·. 
aren'C on-the front end of it. - In other 
words I would resent being given a set of 
prescriptions · for what it . was that 
produces a psychology major while I'm 
tea-cl!ing psychology. But if I am told 
what I'm supposed to do is· clarify what 
I'm' supposed to be doing and my goals, 
that is a challenge .. Afld as long as I'm on 
the front end of it I don't think there is any 
problem: ' 
People tend to misunderstand this, 
and you· have to be very cautious·as to how 
-- you introduce jt". Where you are 
Whalen: In a sense students have never 
really been involved in the budget 
process. People are becoming frustrated. 
They're becoming angry because the cost 
of education is going up. We have to 
absorb costs that in industr.y you pass on 
to the product. There is no way we can 
turn out of here 20,000 for the price of four 
and therefore keep the tuition down. 
Ithacan: I don"t think people questioned 
whether it was right or wrong as much as 
they questioned the priorities of it. The 
students weren't in.formed about things 
like the cut in ens and didn't have a 
chance to question it. 
Whalen: Well I am ·sure there is going to 
he dissatisfaction with next year's budget 
because I can come walking.-on water right 
down the middle of that lake, and I just 
cannot satisfy all the needs of students. 
There ·is just fio way I· can do that. So 
somebody's ox is going to be gored. 
Can we find a way in which we can 
talk more about the budget? Yes, I think 
we have to. I'm not wildly enthusiastic 
about open· budget hearings and parade 
out all sorts of things. First of all, people 
usually lose interest after the second 
session, and then it tears ap_art the 
institution , and I've seen it happen at 
. other universities. It tends to be the 
faculty and administration doing it, · with 
tlie students going back to tjleir dormitor-
ies. · 
What we're going to have to do is to 
-try to direct the interests of the students 
to the areas they can handle and do 
something about. For example, if you're a 
student in Physical Education the first 
·thing to do is take a look there, study the 
financial situation there, and ta~e a piece 
out of it so that you understand that 
proportion of it. . If you take the $25 
million global vi~w. and-try Jo compare 
-producing teachers it is crucial, and our . 
faculty has lo decide whether -0r not -they / 
can'-utilizi!. this. properly. I don't think if~ 
. should be jammed clown anyone'.s throat, . 
but on~ thing ·we dt> kno~: is. that_ unless ·_ · 
we. follow a!ong" with· the stat~ regulations,: ' 
we'.won't be able to turn out.teachers in 
. ' ! !1 ,.. • :· 
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the beating of Job Hall with two tractor 
purchases, well you can't do that, it's just 
wild. 
Take the' students who are concerned 
about the cuts in CIIS. If' they can see 
that because costs 'are going· up; some 
reductions are going to take place across 
the school, there will be less anger and 
concern. The problem with that kind of 
budgeting is that you do it every year, and 
eventually you get all mediocracy univer-
sity. You take a little bit away from 
everything, and you keep doing that, until 
yorr have the most average. institution in 
the world. Somewhere along the- way 
we're going to have to make decisions 
about what we're going to be, and that·. 
probably won't be done by next year, so 
there will still probably be a lot of people 
unhappy... · 
This year I think we will have some 
meetings, we'll try to talk about where 
the money has been spent. Will the fees 
go up again next year'?. I would say it's not 
a question of whether they will, but of 
how much. Inflation is .going up six 
percent. How· much can we raise from 
outside and cut from inside so we don't 
have to raise fees that much, that is the 
question .. We have to fine tune the budget 
to the point where we are getting the 
most out of every dollar. 
For example, one of the problems I 
was presented with this afternoon deals 
with this sort of thing. The energy bills 
just went up, there is a bigger and bigger 
one every year. A couple of years ago a 
central control was suggested for energy 
on campus. You're going to have to lay 
out three-quarter~ of a million dollars over 
the next three or four years to do "it. But 
10 years down the road it,'s going to begin 
to pay you back considerably ... 
I want to answer questions that 
people ask, and if students come forward 
rt! do the best I can to. give them a 
straight forward answer. I'm not sure 
what all the questions are, ·and I'm not 
sure all the things that people want to 
know about that budget. Will we be open 
about it? Yeah. And will I mislead the 
group? Never knowingly. 
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they're involved with school work and 
classes ... 
In order to really understand that 
budget, all the priorities and so forth, that 
group would have to meet all day f~r 
thirty days. If they're going ta do 
something they should have started in 
January of this 'year for next year, 
rqeeting on a weekly basis to talk about eh 
the budget. 
Ithacan: With Paul Farinell's resignation 
you have replaced the position of Vice 
President of Business and Finance with 
that of a Business Manager. What is the 
purpose of this change, and how will the 
responsibilities of the two positions differ'? 
· Whalen: The reason for the change is that 
Paul decided to resign from the College 
and do other things. Rather than replace 
administrator, with a sense of unknown 
quanity, -I would rather develop the 
quantity myself. I haV(' had experi(•nce in 
th(' past working with a busin~ss 
managPr. it hreaks down something like 
this. Business Management, Budgeting 
D~'V<'lopment. and Physical Plant. Pcr-
sonm•I, etc., these things lend themselves 
to a managcm(•nt function .. which arc run 
under various managers. 
Then• is a whole other' aspect called 
Vin• President of BusinPss and Finance. 
t ht> fist·al aspect. tht> treasury, the control 
runction. to me has always been a second 
part of· t lw half. In thP past I have a 
businPss manager in charg-p·of most of it. 
hut with a treasurer-l'omptrollcr who ads 
a~ a <0 hPck and halanct• on the whole thing. 
J"ll now have two p<'oplP.reporting to me 
im,tPad of one. 
Ithacan: In closing. do you sec a healthy 
futurt• in ston• for liberal arts education, 
or do .vou SP<' the. present trend of 
studt•nts moving into professionally or-
iPntNI programs continuing to grow'! 
Whalen: First of all. in those institutions 
whpn• thPrP is an excellent presentation 
of litwral arts. tht>y will he thPre long after 
I'm gom•. These courses and disciplines 
art• important to humankind, they've been 
for thousands of years, and I see no reason 
Lo· hPliPve . llmt LhI'y won't" become even 
mon• nPcl'ssary as we become more 
tp(·hnocrati1·. So there is a future for the 
rPally good schools. 
Ithacan: One, group that does try to 
combine input from through-out the 
community is the Budget Planning 
Committee. Members of this group have 
complained they had no influence in the 
preparation of next year's budget. How 
do you view the role of this committee'! 
NumhPr two. Where there is a small 
s<'hool that doesn't. really have an 
(•xcPllent reputation, and they do nothing 
Whalen: Well first let me comment, I hut libt>ral art~. I think those are in 
think that people on-the Budget Planning trouhl(•. 
Committee who complain that they didn't AL Ithaca College, I think we have 
get their say· ii:i, that's true. I attended two things going for us. I'm not here 
two of their meetings and there was a (()(lay to t.PII you that everything we have 
discussion about the budget, but basically in arts and sci(•nces is super. I do know of 
it had been built by then. The budget was ePrtain program that I think are outstand-
nothing brilliant, it was simply last year's ing-, ancl thi1l I think can match up t.o any 
hudget with some salary increases and a othl·r s('hool in thP country. And what Wl' 
f(•w minor adJustments.- They were told. havt• h('r<' is I.hat second possibility. not 
that. only for litwral arts majors lo come here. 
But that strikes to· the real heart of hut <·nrieh th(• l'll'm(•nts of' a professional 
the issue, What should be the role of a· <'ducal.ion as wl'II. 
couple of faculty, a couple of students, and W (' must start plan.ning now. 
administrators'! If you take the govern- Pl'rhaps we can comhine some disciplines, 
ance document' and read the mandate to sU<·h as Musi<·, Communications, and 
that group, I say that is not possible. That Drama. Tht• potential would he there for 
suggests that by the_first ·month of school -,om1· t>xtraordinary productions. These 
they have looked at the entire budget, all an• thP kinds of things we must he 
the programs, suggesting things all while 1·onaj,kring in thl· future. 
_if'JI";" 
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[continued from page 1) 
due to a large growth over the 
past couple of years in the 
Business school, the student 
faculty ratio has become exces-
sively large.) In saying that he 
had nothing against the cut 
program funds, Whalen said, "I 
happen to believe planned stud-
ies are good things." This 
concluded Tuesdays meeting. 
Wednesday's meeting, while 
only half of the previous days 
attendence of 60 ,still showed 
that there was some student 
interest. The president clarified 
the previous days comments on 
shrinkage saying, "I see shrink-
ing generally across the board" 
and "all schools will be affected 
to some degree." 
Conversation shifted and 
began to center around Ithaca 
College as a creditable institut-
tion. Whalen said, "Ithaca Coll-
ege is better than three-quarters 
of the colleges in America." 
Academic standards were also 
discussed, the topics ·ranging 
from the grading system to the 
extention of badly needed writ-
ing programs. Laughter of stud-
ents talking in the hallway 
prompted the president kidding-
ly to remark "See, people are 
happy here." 
The meeting concluded with 
Whalen saying "We've got to 
make sure our financial base is 
stable for the next year or two." 
The president cited three things 
which he thought would be 
important in arriving at this 
stability; (1) He felt that the 
various divisions should he look 
ed at and evaluated as to find out 
"what we do well" and do it. 
Priorities must be established. 
(2) The president said he was 
seeking to increase the schools 
endowment in order to lower 
tuition. (3) The last thing he 
mentioned was that of beginning 
a vigorous admission operations, 
hoping to maintain. The second 
meeting concluded with many of 
the student concerns having 
been aired and a rapport establ-
ished between the president and 
the attending students. 
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[continued from page 1) 
said, "students of this college and 
student government are going to 
have a very difficult time next 
year." He said the group "lacks 
knowledge or any experience 
whatsoever in the operations of 
student government or I.C." 
AND WENT ON TO PREDICT 
"they're going to make a lot of 
mistakes, step on a lot of toes ... " 
He also projects they'll approach 
the Administration with an acti-
vist manner that will have bad 
pitfalls. 
the af f oirdable 
summer school 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
The twelve winners of elec-
tions for student justices are: 
Debbie Brandt, Andy Friedman, 
Jon Choate, Chris Knauer, Josh 
Vidal, Judith Simpson, Lee Sa-
berski, Fred Wolcott, Michael 
Zalkin, Scot Asnis, David Kirk, 
and John Klump, in that order. 
There are more than 60 courses to choose from day and night this 
summer. Courses for college students. high school students. housewives. 
vacationers, and business people. ,-
Account Ill!! 
Anthropology 
Art 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Econonrn.:s 
Eledronics 
English 
Health & Recreation 
History 
Humanities 
Human Services 
llalian Coukillg 
Mathemat1c.:s 
Mechanical Technology 
Music.: 
Personal Safety and Defense 
for Women 
Philosophy 
Physical Science 
Police Science 
Psychology 
Psydmlogical b.l.uca\ll)ll 
Reading 
Recreation 
Senetanal Science 
Social Science 
Sociology 
Writing Skills Work~ltop 
Registration is June 2nd and 3rd, or you can register n<>W by mail. Just 
contact the TC3 Summer Session office. 
All classes are held at the TC3 campus 
in Dryden which features complete 
recreational facilities for the entire 
family. 
$20 
per credit hour 
with rl·,1dc11cy cntil IL,lll' 
.j 
c,J 'J'!lBq•,dW!'.I':: li,ql\: .•fr,"\1irfjl 'JIil' 
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June t · June 26 
4 w~eks · 4 credits 
Term I 
Term II June 28 · August 5 
6 weeks · 8 credits 
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses 
Art and Sciences, Mana2ement, . 
Advanced Technolog-y, General Studies, 
Professional Education, 
lbow State Tuition 
Information. Summer Session. Bulletins· 
SUNY • Binghamton 
Benghamton, N. "I. 'fl390iJ 
( 607) 798-2161 
B:v Timothy C111l11gh11n 
H°N<' .v_ou eV<'r awak<'n f_rom a deep night's 
-.h•t•p h.v lh<' rhythmic chanting of a group of 
r11·opll·.' You prohahly kn!'w that they lived in thosl' 
Grl'l'k-ll'lten•d houses in the Terraces. You had a 
vagul' irll'a that lht•.v wen• from fratprnities and 
',ororit i1•-. and that it must surely he pledge time 
ag-ain. But did you PVer wonder what they 
rq1n·-.1·nl1·rl and what purpose• tht•y servt>d'! 
l'rior to thi~ article•. I had acquired a 
111·r-.pPt'I ivl' \\ hil"h did them litt)p justicP. They 
',1•1·nwd Io lw variou:-. groups of rwoplt> who hande•d 
I ogPI lwr Io pur:-.u1· the• highe•r goals of EpicurPan 
',ocial lift·. 1'1·opll' who's st"hool wt•t>k consistt•d of 
part~· upon party. 
It'', quIII' a di',torl<'rl vii'\\' that I had. Ont• 
\\ hi"h I havt· of:l'n hPard t>Xprt•s-;pd h_v nonGrl'l'k's. 
Tiu· (;1Tl'k org-anizat ion·.., rPadil!· admit that t he•.v 
;1n· 1111' hl'',I at part!·int.r. In fad that is on<• of the 
lr1111:<· IH"rwfil" ol .ioimn_g. But thl'rl' 1s mul'h mort• 
1., 11<· ',('I'll lll'yond I hi', supl'rfi<·ial \'iP\\', 
. \II ol tlw (;n•(•k',. 1n 0111· form or anoth<'r. 
p1·rlon11 ',('!"\ ic-<·-. \\ hich art· quilt• lwnt'fit·ial to thl' 
lH'11pl1· oft lw It h;wa art·a. l'i ThPla Nu for l'XamplP, 
1, ,11·111<· in <"11li<·<"ling mon1·.\' for l:.N.U'.E.F. al 
I lall11\11·1·11 and Chri,t mas. Thi'~' al;.o run a c-lot.hing 
dri11• lnr th1· !-sah"ation Arm.v. 
Dl'lt a Phi Zt•t a is involved with Chemo-therapy 
and !hi' kidm•y foundation: tht>y have sponsorecl a 
drl on dialysis and havP skatPd for the blind. 
Pi Lambda Chi-tht• hloocl drives which are 
pt•ri,;rli<·ally h<·lrl in conjunction with tht> Red Cross. 
Thi' tll'lovNI dirPctor:v is a product of thP 
hr11t lwrs of [)pita Kappa. ThPy also run the 
l'hono- t hons anrl work with poor kids at Camp 
Md"ormil'k. 
!'hi EK \1orks with R.O.r.E.S. kids and have 
rn11t h foot ball in t ht• fall. Delta Psi Kappa, a 
n;11 ion;il ph_vsi<·al l'<lucalion sorority. holds sport<; 
elini1·, for .\'oung girls in tm\ n. The.v also ran 
,1r1111nd Cavuga lakl' for tht• hc>art fund. 
Thi· ~i,-tl'rs or (;amm:i DPlla Pi hPld a fund 
rai,111!.! 1-raft fair last .,·par for Phoc•nix house and 
1111, \ 1·ar t lw~· conclu<·tl'd a rummagl' sail' for a 
1·l11ldn·n ·, e(•nt 1•r. 
:sigma ,\lpha Iota. Phi Mu Alpha and Mu Phi 
l-:1hil11n an• all mu~i<· (;n·Pks and lwsid(•s providing 
n·,·11.1k I ht·,· \'i:-.it art•a nur-.ing honws. Sigma 
\l1'h;1 !111:1 ;;l-.o n· 11 rit1•s musil' for tht>p-artiall.v-
,1,· hi 1·d. 
11·, oll\iou, 111 'ii'<' !hat th(•',t' organizations 
1'1"11\Jd1· \\orth\,hil1· ,t•r\'i1·1·s 10 till' communil.\' at 
l:1rt:1· and an· mort• than what mo',t JH'opll' think . 
·11w, :tl',o form a g-roup in \\ hicli individual, l'an 
I1H·1·1 l111111lrl'd, of pPopll' I hrough Grt•l'k mt•Pl ings 
.1;1d h:I\ 1• at t lwir di',posal I hi' lllt'ans to hav<· a good 
11111(' 
J:dor1· IH·t·oming a Grl'l'k. a pt•rson must go 
1 hr1111d1 a pl'riod. or initial ion l"allt•d plt•clging. 
I111r1111.: thi, pi•riod of ,p\·1•ral \\l'l'ks. th<· pll'dgPs 
,,,., pul I hroug-h a lol of 11•,h and hassll's. \J\<'he•n 
1111-, f"lllt'l"l!<' from ii. t h1•y ha\'<' ht•Pn hlt>Jl(le•d into a The Stables Inn 
ll59Dryden Rd. 2739725 
, l1,111·1i11nmg- !!roup. Thi'~' l1•arn that llw aspect or 
1,,am 1\f>rh i,- an int1•gral f;wtor. Orw thing which 
drn·, 1101 happl'n i', lo:-., o.( inrliviclualit_\·. You 
parti1·ipat1· in tlw sundry al'li\·ilit•s of the• housP. 
1,,11 \1111 an· ',till a sl'parat<· and dio.;tint'l pPrson. 
thursday 
dinner special 
iliis friday & §aturday night 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK 
11i1h :o-.-.l'd -..dad ar1<I garlir hrt·Jd$3 35 
. only • 
DESPEflADO 
guitar, banjo, flute & harp. 
a tight three part harmon~· 
<Dwr kitchen ns now open every night amtl:nll-
midnight featuring a complete sandwich 
mmenu and house specialties. · 
B1·11IL! a (;n•t•k is living- log1·.lh<'r with a group 
11f 1'<'11pl,· \\ ho ,·an• a lot ahnut .\ ou and an• r<•ady to 
l1·11d a h:,nd It j.., 1·n.i11.l'i11g 1•,wh ol lwr's l'ompany as 
"1·11 ;1, 1111'<'1 in!.! hundrt•,J,.. of 1woplP. (;rl'l'ks-
:,rrant••· \ ariou', af1';1ir, \\ ii h t•a<·h olhl'r in 1\ hieh lht' 
IIH'll lll'r, 1·11nt!T<'!.!·at1· ;md· h,l\·t· a good tinw. Tht· 
11u111l,1<r of parl ii•, and mixing aet i,·it ii'', i', \I hat 
111:1h<·, 1 lw , .. .-iai Jill' \ l'f\' 1•11jo\'abl1·. 
Tl11· 1·pi1111111· of (;rt•t•k lifl' i', hroug-ht to , i1•\\ 
il11rnrt: 1 h1· JH'riod 111 I inw knm\ n as (;n•Pk 
\\ •·•·h1·11d. [ llll"llll! I hi, \l'l'l'k<·nd. t ht• hoUSl'S gl'I 
,.,,:,·llll'r and i111,·r a<'I in a fl',tin• 1·orn1wtitiv1• 
11,·11-plwn·. · L:H Frid;l\ .\pril ~:l. markl'rl th1· 
, .,.,. 111 :1111!.! 111 1 lw 11 l'<·k. and 011 that night l'aeh oft ht· 
•,.,11,1-- pnform<·d ,-,kit,. Tl11·-.1' art• takt•-o!Ts aimt•d 
.'I I h,·11 llf'ighhoring- n11l1',(',. :,.;alt11'da_v eonsistt'ci of 
f ,n·•·h g-am1•, 111 I h1· pool a11d l!,vm. ,\nd Sunda_\ 
1·11111 1!1d1·d t lw ;11l.1ir \1 it h ho1i-.1· ',inging-. 
·1 h1· lif1· ,t\ 11· 11f !ht· (;rl'l'k', i-. ont• or ('()Jl("e•rn 
1,., ,·.11·h ol lwr. a c-m11·,-rn \I it h t hPir fl1'1'I'', and a 
'Pill'! I II II II h I Ill' ("0111lllllllll \ a,- a \\"holt·. 
Attention Seniors and ·N onaSeniors 
YoulT Help is ls Needed FolT 
AWARDS! 
TONIGHT 
LIVE 
Senior's Week Activities 
Monday May 10 = Thursday May 14 
JI/ you ({Jl,re interested .in_working contact 
immediately Sharon Haas X231 
or Joe Marzano X788 
\. 
,_ 
.9:09pm 
CHANNEL& 
-
' ·st1MMER ROUND !RIP 
.. 
~EW YORK TO LONDON 
$265 
.. 
MUST'RESERVE 65 
. DAYS IN.ADVANCE. 
CAU; 277:3515 · 
.- ~CWA,-CH~RTEl_l_CORP'.. 
- . 
. . 
·rtllAC~. NEW.YORK..' 
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"G~b.'cl Mdrni~J;~~qshine,""What's tbe:Qu~Stion of th'e Day? 
' . ,, , ' . - ., ':' _:~, ~· -· . ~ 
By Corey Taylor 
Elach morn_ing on WICB. one · 
either hears, "Good Morning ·. 
Sunshine" or "Time· now for the 
Question of the Day" It all · 
deP.ends on what day you tune in · 
toWiffl But, no matter what day · 
it is, you11 always hear a friendly . 
J)f:rsonable voice talking to you,:· 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday· 
Frank Carpano greets everyone· 
with a cheerful"Good Morning. 
Sunshine". Tuesday and Thurs-
day Bob Buchmann brings. out 
the best in everyone with his 
question of the day. 
Carpano has been doing the 
morning show all year while 
Buchmann is a newcomer, having 
started in· January. · 
Interestingly, though, both 
isitting there playing records and 
getting paid for it, I said, thats 
what I want to do . And he did, · 
"During thts . time, they were'· 
trying to form a radio station in 
1my high school. I must have 
signed a hundred lists, because.: _ 
WKOX &-WVBF were st!U'ting a ·, 
radio explorer .. post and · I was 
invited to join. I started hanging 
aro1:1mLWKOX." They tried to 
"· get rid of him, but it didn't work. 
"I was always being a pain; I was 
. . Fra~k. Ca_rpaiao _in everybody's shadow" People 
.. don't like pains .. and Frank was 
have similar stories of their first _ a pain. "Give the kid a show" 
interests in radio. Fi'._ank's story· they said. So , Frank Carpano-
. involves· Brownies; as in girl high school° sophomore- engine-
scouts, not cake. "My, mother ered at WVBF-FM from 2-9 am 
took a_Brownie troop oi:,..a tour of Sunday mornings. This stint 
· radio· station WKOX, ·so I went included a 5-6 am taped show. "I 
along. When I sa~-, t_h~ _jock 
- ~ill:!JdlN,lllfllll?lli . .l.111$a.-. lliitlillflOi.~iili'.Mi'll•-.•~s::=1:11 __ ···azl!!!.!IJ_ ~-~.-·· :· .· ·. ::::._:~. 
Bob Biichm.ann 
did the show live and they didn't 
even know it.:A few months later 
they came to me and said 'Why 
don't you do· it live?' I just said, 
flabbergasted "boy, could I? 
As a junior, Frank worked 
at WKOX on a new 90-minute 
-~- -~MA YIR55M.OllS ... :._. 
. foot .......... ... best wishes 
., - ~ . . 
show. "I was spending 7 hours a 
day down there and not getting 
paid. It was costing me $20 a 
we~k in gas to get there so finally 
I said 'pay. me. You better 
- believe my hours wer{!"'drastical-
. ly cut." Following his news 
. experience, . Frank. tur_ned to 
jocking and he now doe.s even-
ings at WKOX each summer. 
Essentially Frank taught 
himself .radio. Amazingly eno-
ugh, ·so did his morning counter-
part. · 
As a high school freshman, 
Mr. Buchmann became enchant-
ed at the prospects of a local · 
educational station, and later 
became its technical director. 
The station had its diffi~utties, 
(cont. page 1 ~ 
·Au $.Dlo1t•r'1 ~ppliea 
;., ~ap~·~u~d .B_oe>~• 
for a great summer, 
··.·. 
.... , .. 
. -Pipe--a~au-i 
\ 
-ft1•9attt~•• · . 
"k••~•P•P•ja 
see you in the/all . 
THE BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
knows how. to do one thing; 
· .. 
.. -
. . 
that's Throw a Party· 
.j 
I 
with·the 
T·LA· . - . ' . . . . -· .. '.. . . .· 
\ 
' ~ 
. Sgnday,/May 2 
·, .:--
. '\ : ..· . :· .: . . ·. -.· :;;c .· . :._.c . _·. _:_~ .-.... _ .... ~-·:.· .. : .-:. ; '..: ... ·:. . .. . , -. 
:·j/(ln··9·ase~Clf .. :r-i11; _ :_,~0,rl,:;hurric.~ne,~:8tc., 1n Ben Ligh·t Gym~),. 
! _ 1 .:. ~r:' · , ~ ~.·: '' .: --, .,. ~ ' - ' , • _ - ,, ' · • · · , ' ' · • - ' 
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FROM GERMANY 
1974 Bach'mann 
LIEBFRAUMILCH· 
A liqhl semi-dry while wine from 
the, Rhine river v,1lley 
NOW 
ONLY 99(2301: 
L1m 1t 6 bollle\ per customer al lh1s ·,ow, low price 
/, 
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OUR SPECl~L 
SEL-ECTIONS 
. . 
13 H. 1972 Uni9er Wur1garten- . -
A s•mi dry fruity white wine from Germany's 
famed Moselle river. 
24 GI. 1_9-7-4 ChabllJ &rand Cru Les Clos 
From one of the best Chab,s Vineyards. A full 
bodied, crhp dry white wine. Serve well chilled. 
M,x or Match a case and save an additional 10'1/o 
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GREAT ·WINE VALUES FromAround 
· - lheWorfcl 
RUFFO 
Soave. Bardohno Of 
Valpobcella 
NOW 199 ONlY 50oz. 
oooooeosoeocooeeo~ooooooo 
GERMAN REGIONALS 
23 01. 1972 Rudesheimer Rosengarten Yo~r 
· 23 oa. 1973 Niersteiner &utes Domtal Choice 
23 01. 197,t Piesporter Michelsberg Riesling $ 149 
23 01. 197_,t Bemcastler KurfurstlaJ Rltillng 
23 01. 19!4 Kronr lllla,•tamh ONL y 2) 01. 
These are all sensational values which will compliment 
alf!lOSt a~y Easter .meal. Stock up now at this spectacular 
price. Mix or Matc!I a case and save. an additional 10%. 
Carta Deal 
!SPANISH SHERRIES 
Goldon 
Coclatoil 
Pal• Drv 
AmontlllcKlo 
Creant 
Your 
Choice 
only 
·-Annie Cuen Springs 
frnmlteJy 
V&ini 1 C~~NTIRV (IHIIERR'lf lAMBRUSCO 
l LOW gj' @(O) GIAfi9V PRICE! ffl GALLON A so~ semi-dry mellow red 
taJ,/e wine 
NOW 
_ggc 
ONLY 
0000000000000000000000000 24 oz. 
·-
LAST TIME EVER 
24 oz. El Famar Spanish Red, White or Rose 
24 oz. 1974 Beaujolais-Villages-St. Victor 
24 oz. 1974 Moulin-a-Vent ( Northside Selection~ 
24 oz. 1974 Beatijolais-Brouilly ( Northside Selection) 
24 oz. 1973 Gold Cuo Chablis 
'24 oz. 1973 Gold Cup Pouilly Fuisse 
24 oz. 1970 Chateau du Mas 
23 oz. 1972 Hattenheimer Schutzenhaus ( Rhine) 
24 oz. 1974 Dubois Cotes du Rhone 
24 oz. Vigne Roche Rouge or Blanc 
24 oz. 1974 Lenoir Muscadet or Vouvray 
ONCJ ACAIN! 
Northside's Famous Party Club 
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PINK CATAWBA 
Sole 
NOW 
ONLY 60( Sth 
A refresh1ng _ _pmk wine to serve, -.1ny time. 
L1m1t 2 bollles per p('rson at this low price .. 
oeeoeeoooooeeGoooeeeoeooo 
flew York Stale 
~OXLANE 
Burgundy 
Vin Rose 
Sauterne 
1ST A JI.BOTTLED 
Can price $DO (IHeni.,1 
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&old Cup NORTHSIDE SELECTIONS 1974 
BEAUJOLAIS OR German Regionals -
PINOT CHARDONNAY. - 21•01. Your Choice 1973 Moselblumchen NOW 23 01. 
1'' 1974 S~n Valley 
OILY 
now 23 01. . J29 ONLY 1974 llelsterwelra 2401. 2] OI. · 
Leinen MaywlM 
Mtx or Match a case and save an Mix or match a c:a:e and save an 
additional 10% additional 10%. . 
M@UNi AHN PEAK Located across from Westons on the 
Souterne 
Rhi11e 
Chablis 
• 99 I Galk,n 
·. . . 
' I o ' 
Elmira Road in· T~e Ithaca Shopping 
... ·p1aza. 
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Boyes Signs- Lacrosse: 
- -
Wi th Browns Cortland L~ss Kills Playoff ·Hopes 
Ithaca College senior Jerry 
Bayes, from Interlaken, who 
guided the football team at 
quarterback to a pair of Stagg 
Bowl al)pearances, has signed a 
professional football contract 
with the Cleveland ~rowns of the 
National Football League. 
Boyes, who is expected to, be 
tried at a defensive back position 
with the Browns, signed as a free 
agent. 
White· playing quarterback 
for the Bombers, Boyes comple-
ted 79x164 passes for 1,382 yards 
and 20 touchdowns to finish as 
IC's second.all-time passer. 
He was also a most success-
ful ground gainer during his 
Women's Softball 
career, as he {mi shed as the 
fourth best with '1,313 yards in 
233 carries and 21 touchdowns. 
He was IC's second best 
all-time total offense leader with 
2,695 yards, and the third 
all-time scoring leader, with 128 
points. 
Boyes holds Ithac~ records 
for most touchdown passes in a 
season (14, 1974) and in a career 
(20). · He set another mark for 
most total offense in a single 
season - 1.494 yards in 1974. 
A key contributor to the 
Bombers pair of unbeaten regu-
lar seasons in 1974 and 1975, 
Boyes has received several post-
season honors. 
ByJ.W.Kool 
The LC. lacrpsse team's 
playoff hopes were delt a crush-
ing blow Wednesday, when ·they 
were defeated by Cortland State, 
15-4. After an impressive effort 
against R.P.I. Saturday, the 
team seemed ready to take on 
the perennially strong Cortland 
squad. The Bombers had a three 
game winning streak and more 
importantly, all of the Bomber's 
units were performing well. 
Also, the Red Dragons of Cort-
land were coming off a surprising 
19-9 loss to Syracuse over the 
weekend which proved that the 
powerful team could be beaten. 
All signs pointed to a fiercely-fo-
ught, close-checking contest. 
Unfortunately for the Bombers, 
the forecast was wrong. 
Cortland got off to· a quick 
lead and never faltered. They 
played like a top-caliber team 
should; they were simply devas-
tating. Led by their all-American 
Jud Smith, the Cortland attack 
unit repeatedly penetrated the 
over-pressured· I.C. defense to 
score goals. The Red Dragon 
midfield completely dominated 
their inexperienced counterparts 
with well-organized, fluid play. 
They utilized their great size and 
Another State Title On The W ~y 
. - (.. ·- . . . 
As defending state champ- win was against Penn State. In thP clutch hits of Senior Karen 
ions. the IC Women's Softball the first game. a pitcher'> duel, Stt•gpnga who batted 1.000. Andi 
lt•am has brought in an impres- Maryellen Aiger gave up only Woorlbury pitched the win. 
sive record thus far in the four hits. Also outstanding offen- In the only upset of the year 
spason. Standing now 8-2, th~ sively, was the play of Sue IC was defeated in a double-hea-_ 
Lady Ithacans have lost only two Schneider who batted 1.000. rler against East Stroudsburg 
games, both to East Stroudsburg Final score 3-1. Statt•. Alger lost her first game 
St all' of Pennsylvania. In the second game pitcher of thP season, though she pitched 
Starting off the season the /\ndi Woodbury was credited a finP game. The loss was 
girls brought in a double-header with a win and relief Maryellen <TPditt•d to costly errors in the 
victorv over Oneonta State. /\lg-<'r th(' save. The team batted fil'ld. Th(• final score was 4-3. 
Maryl:lleti Alger pitched a one-- will with an overall .393 average. LikPwisl' in the second game, 
hilll'r, as well as going 3 for 4 at Sul' Franct• was outstanding Woodbury lost her first game of 
bat with an average of .750. Also (?fft•nsively going four for four for Lht• s(•ason despite a fine pitching 
outstanding at bat was Sue 1.000. Final score 7-5 <'ffort. Sh<· gave up only 8 hits. 
F'ranct> who went two for two for Miss Algl'r pitched her first Again l'rrors in the field created 
1.000 average. shutout of the season with a rroblt•ms. 
In the second game against s(•ven hitter victory. over Herki- HeforP l<•aving for the State 
OnPonta, soJJhomore Andi Wood- ml'r C.C. Final score 5-0. tournament at Adelphi Univcr-
burv pitched a fine game.· Lori In Coa<:h Doris Kostrinsky's sit.v next week the Lady Ithacans 
Mik't• brought in the winningiun words, "The finl'st ·double-head- will rne(•t Cortland State twice. 
of the game and batted 1.000. er she's seen here at IC", the A douhl<•-header at Cortland, 
Final scores: 14-1, 2-1) . Lady lthacans brought their and a single game at IC on 
M<'eting Cornell for the first · record up to eight straight wins 'Monday May 3. IC will also host 
'tim<· this year, IC scored 21 runs in an action packed double-head- Acl<•lphi in a single game this 
to Cornt>ll's 5, for the third win of er against Brockport State. With Friday. · 
tht• season. The team batted a final score of 4-3, Miss Alger Th(• Lady Ithacans have 
.afi7. Dee Dee Mayes was out- pitched a seven hitter in the first mack a fine start on defending 
standing offensively with four game, and DEEDee Mayes came lhl'ir Staie Title and hope to 
RRI's: through offensivel_y with a two come home with the Champion-
IC's se~ond double-header run homer. In the'second· game ship once again. 
the final score 5-4 was boosted by 
i?&JW~t if. i. 
Since this is the last week, I 
will try to predict the. hockey, 
basketball and baseball. In the 
NHL, Philadelphia will defeat 
Roston in· six and the Islanders 
will defeat the Canadiens in six. 
In· the final, the Islanders will 
win in seven. In the NBA, Boston 
and Golden State with the 
Warriors winning in six. (Unless 
the Celtics have John Havlichek 
hack, the Celtics will win in 
seve_n). The 'aha champ will _!.>e 
Denver (if they win on Wednes-
day) over ~he New York Nets in 
five. In baseball, AL East- the 
New York Yankees, in the AL 
West- Kansas City Royals. In the 
NL East- Philadelphia Phillies, in 
the NL West- (I like San 
Francisco) but I will say Cincin-
nati. (P.S. My record as far as 
predictions are concerned is 
about 0-100.) Now to the final 
quiz. 
QUESTION ONE:Thurman Mu-
nso~ -is the New York Yankee 
captain this year, name the last 
yahkee eaplain. (Hint: A long 
time ago) 
QUESTION TWO:Name the fir-
st winner of the Conn Smythe 
QUESTION. FOUR:Name the 
first manager of ·the California 
Angels, or in 1961, the Los 
Angl•les Angels. 
QUESTION FIVE: In Houston 
Astro history, name the player 
who has hit the most home runs 
as a rookie. 
EDITOR'S NOTE 
trophy (This trophy is· awarded Thanks to all who ha~e 
to the MVP .of the NHL playoffs) . contributed to my success?. How-
<Hint: 1964-65) · · 
ever, I will be back next year in 
QUESTION THREE:Name the'. the same capacity. To all sports people· and ~,reryone invoJv·ed 
. winner of the NBA playoff MVP haye a nice summer and see you 
.,award. (Hint: 1969) · _ next year .. 
strength to stifle the· confused 
Bomber midfield. The potent 
Ithaca attack led by John Mour-
adian and "Bimbo" Harris, didn't 
get the ball enough to be 
effective. Shell-shocked goalie 
Steve Allison, made several fine 
saves but was unable to stop the 
p~rsistant Cortland attac~. The 
game proved that Cortland State 
was just too _strong for the 
inexperienced but talented Bom-
ber squad. 
I.C.'s loss to Cortland St. 
virtu'ally eliminates the Bombers 
from any postseason tourna-
ment~. It can only be hoped that 
the Bombers will be able to 
quickly re-group before Friday's 
game with Clarkson. A victory 
· against Clarkson would give IC 
momentum going into its Satur-
day game against Hobart, anoth-
l'r Bomber nemesis. An upset 
over Hobart would keep !C's slim 
playoff hopes_alivc and make this 
spring's mt>morit>s a lot sweeter! 
Crew Wins Kerr Cup 
\. 
Ry George Goodman _ 
For the second consecutive 
.V<'<tr, th<' Ithaca College crPw 
tl'am won tlw Kerr Cup Regatta 
on Philadelphia's Schuylkill Ri-
Vl'r. Tht• victorv increased tht• 
crew team's record to 4-0. 
Th<· Bomb<'rs won th(• four 
PVl'nls pasily on Saturday. 
Th<· Bombers varsity heavy-
W<'ights Wl're victorious by al-
most two lengths over runner-up. 
Tt•mph·. Drexel, LaSalle and 
Washington College of Maryland 
brought up the rear. This victory 
improV<'rl the varsity heavy-
W<'ights to an undefeated record. 
Thl· varsity lightweights boat 
is also undefeated this year. 
Th(•.v also won by two lengths 
OVl'r LaSalle and Drexel. 
·In the Freshman heavy-
weight's race, there was a two 
boat· race, Ithaca and Drexel. 
The Bomliers were winners by 
more than five lengths over the 
Philadelphia school. In the junior 
va_rsity event, the Bombers 
finished one-two. The Ithaca JV 
lightweights trimmed the JV 
heavyweights with Washington 
College finishing third. 
The varsity heavyweights 
are , the~. big news. This boat 
consists of Jay Wilson (at bow), 
Stew Leonard (2), Al Damone 
,:n. I>av<• l'u~l<·ll 14). Sll"N Kahn 
Wommodor<'), Lt·~ Shl'l'l<·.v (6), 
Ed R<'ams (71, Bill Ryan (Strokt•l 
and 1·oxswain /\my Ruhin. 
On Saturday, Coa<·h Bob 
Tallman\ troops travel to l'itt~-
fil'ld, Ma~~. l.u tak1• on Williams, 
W <·~h·yan. Marisl. and Trinity. 
William~ i~ lh(• host tl'am. 
Thl' WomPn Wl'r<' also in 
,u·tion in Philadelphia ovl'r th<' 
w<·.l'kt·nd. Tht•y finishl'CI third to 
Yali· and Cornell in th<' varsity 
ra<·t· ... l'Pnn was fourth. 
I 
i .-
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Golf !'rospects;- . --· ... -.. 
·i~iikGood 
LC.·. Bowlers~--
. Iii:•~·~ r-~ ·~· -
· .. :,,in·--:·-·.·,. ... 
In N. Y.C. 
. '' ~- . 
By Tim Callaghan interchangeable and ther isn't 
really a specific ##1 player. Strong 
contributor's to the team's future 
success are sophomore Ed Blum, 
freshman Tim Colonnese, Ken 
Glass and Howie Levenson. 
[cont.from page ·s, 
After opening their season 
with a 24 stroke win over Alfred 
April 13, the Ithaca College Golf 
Team has dropped their last two 
matches. Both losses were again-
st two of the best teams in the 
state; Oswego and R.I.T., III and 
112 respectively. 
But prospects for the future . 
look good. The team is very 
young and shows great promise. 
The top five player's are; fresh-
man Scott Parmelee and Steve 
Maskell, Sophomores Rick Han-
delman (team captain) and Tim 
Okamura, and junior Chuck 
Goldman. Coach Herb Broadwell 
felt that at this point all of the 
positions of the· top five· are 
,., 11, 
,,,, 
,, . ., "'. :t\ .... jlr-_ 
By Pete Talbot 
This past weekend;.' five 
members of the Ithaca College 
Bowling· team traveled to New 
York City for the 1976 National. 
Collegiate Match Game Cham-
ion:Ships. The players competed 
in the first · of three qualifying 
dates, battling for a spot in th 
May 8th semi-finals. The scene of 
the matches was Bowl-Mor on 
University Place in lower Man-
hattan, an older establishment 
that has seen many pro bowlers 
on its lanes. 
. Essentially the students of this , 
college have· reaped their just 
rewards and have -woken from 
their stupor to place the blame 
on anyone but themselves.-" 
Next years Student Body 
officers have a ·considerable 
, mountain of proceed~es, respo-
nsibilities, activities, and people 
to learn about and also little 
experience in governance with 
which to temper their decisi,ms; 
If they can overcome the mis-
takes they will· make, if they_ 
_ approach the complex problems 
and process of Ithaca College 
with creative, rational, and con-
structive actions, then they will 
be very successful- student lead-
ers. They must 'realize that the . 
business of operating an· organi-
zation. like _a Student Govern-
ment is : no mean task. It's 
tiresome, boring, sometimes un-
rewarding, as well as a means of 
channeling student power. Its 
rhealms of_influence should go 
far beyond the College budget 
and extend to Faculty and Staff 
unionization issues, lobby~ng for 
·sound educational legislation in 
the State of New York and to full 
participating in the National 
Student Association. · -
If students at Ithaca College 
are ·to achieve the respect and 
responsibility which they, have 
rerequested, then they must 
back up their Student Govern-
ment and match with their 
. participation the positive moti-
vation of their new leaders. The 
_complexity of achieving these 
goals cannot be ignored and the 
rewards for challenging the 
complexity should not be granted 
by the Administration or anyone 
when unearned. 
ANSWER ONE: Lou Gehrig 
ANSWER TWO: Montreal's Je-
an Beliveau 
ANSWER THREE: Los Angeles' 
Jerry West 
Unless the inclement weath-
Pr- persists, the linkmen's next 
home match will be tomorrow, 
April 30, against Hobart. They 
are anxiously awaiting the Alba-
ny Invitational in which the best 
14 teams in the state compete. 
The team finished an impressive 
seventh last year. The young 
golfer's expect to win the rest of 
their matches, the toughest one 
heing against 113 Cortland on May 
5. 
The lanes were very fast and 
offered excellent bowling, as 
evidenced by the high scores. 
Sophomore Tim Okamura scored 
a surprising first in the qualify-
ing heat, averaging 195 for the 
eight games with a high game of 
265. Senior Bob Don qualified in 
fourth position behind players 
from Temple and Drexel. Don 
averaged 186 for the eight 
games, boasting a 236 high 
game. The other Ithaca bowlers · 
qualified in the middle of the 
hottly _contested pack. They 
included Rick Mottley(next ye-
ar's president), Shawn Murphy 
and Mark Pollack~ 
Brown Qu~rtet to Play 
ANSWER FOUR: Bill Rtgney, 
now the manager of the San 
Francisco Giants. 
ANSWER FIVE: Joe Morgan hit 
14 in 1965. 
Tuosd.iv thru Satu,~•Y S p.rn. •o I a.-m. 
Dinners s.rvect,:00-8:JO . 
R•s•r.,ationr.- R~u•~tecl- Sl9-7h~ 
GRNIIIIOUSCOQ(TAIU 
GIIIA-Y FOOD 
aa.AXINGAT .. SPH •a 
GO CRAZY ti 
The DELTA CHAPTER OF 
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA 
will present the STEVE BROWN 
QUARTET featuring faculty -
member Steve Brown, and me-
mbers of the NATIONAL JAZZ 
ENSEMBLE, including CHUCK 
ISRAELS-bass, bill goodwin-
drums, and TOM HARRELL-
trumpet and piano. The National 
Jazz Ensemble is directed by 
Chuck Israels who has performed 
and recorded with a variety of 
jazz artists including Billie Holi-
day, Benny Goodman, and John 
Coltrane. PROFESSOR STEVE 
BROWN teaches all of the Jazz 
Studies courses at the School of .. 
Music, and conducts the. Ithaca· 
• 
The Ithaca College Bookstore 
is having a 
College Jazz Workshop. He has 
·worked with the Les Elgart and 
Xavier Cugat Orchestras, appea-
red on the Johnny Carson, Merv 
Griffen and Mike Douglas shows, 
and toured with the Chuck 
Mangione Concert "Together.", 
playing at Carnegie Hall . and 
Toronto's Massey Hall, among 
others. He has also recently 
tou!:ed ~nd recorded with the 
"National Jazz Ensemble" _under 
the leadership of Chuck Israels. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY· 5~ 1976, 
8:15 p.m. Walter Ford Auditor-
ium. Admission FREE by ticket 
only. Tickets available at; IC 
Office of Campus Activities, 
Hickey's Music Store, IC Record 
Shop, and at the door. 
ST[a WALPURGIS DA Y,SALE 
' -April 30 ... all day· · 
10% off everything!, 
- .-,-- ' 
( except textbooks) 
P.S. .... hav~ a gr~at·summer, 
. . - .. 
and good I_.~ •eniors. .. 
---
.,_. :"' -
~- .. 
·~·,,,. -
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~
-~. dearPhyllia,.Jan~8*dTerry; · 
. ·. . . _-· . . : . . . ·_-.. J_ . . ·.· :_ . . What a yeu:! -~ere are alot 
'.'._: -'.,. · ·. ·of good timeg t,o'._re~~mber · I'll 
.... Jock Shorts-: ._ > · 
[cont.frompage 15} A ·MG It haem 
.. , . ' 
Perry'_~ Trash and Treasures 
want to thank all of you for your 
patronage & hope you'll have a 
nice summer. Don't forget we 
buy as well as sell all types of 
,good used furniture. Perry's 615 
w. Green St. Open Weekends 10 
to 4:30. 
Car for sale- '73 Mazda Rx3-Wa-
gon, under 24.000 miles, new 
muffler, wheel alignment, AM1-
FM 'cassette sterro, 1650, call Bill 
at 273-977'4 room 409 west tower, 
leave messnge. 
For Sale- car stereo speakers 
2 Utah 160z-speakers $20. 
2 Utah lOOz speakers $10, 
2 black metal grills for speakers $5 . 
I set speaker wires $3 
will sell separately for in any 
combination. _ ..
call x-793 or 273-9748 Nancy 310a 
Custom Engraving of Rings, 
Jewelry, Trophies, Plaques and 
Silver, skillfully and promptly. 
RM Engraving Service, 410 
College Ave. Room 403, 277-0166 
or 272-1821. 
Photographers • The ITHACAN 
needs photographers to work on 
next year's paper. Call the 
ITHACAN 274-3207, x:207 or 
Richard at 273-9540. Excellent 
Fringe Benefits. 
Tennis Instructor Wanted. for 
spring or summer. need good 
background in playing !Uld teach-
ing. excellent salary. Call Wash· 
ington Tennis Service at [703] 
548-2064, 548-6338. 
HEIPWANIID 
WSI. For summer camp; 
good pay, salary negotiable, fom-
weeks, please write 4312 Uni· 
versity .Hall, Number 4, Cornell 
u. 
For Sale: 1974-MGB, Low mile-
age. very clean , new cam, must 
sell before vacation. S3200 272--
5247. 
Want to live off campus? Leaving 
in the spring?? We are looking 
for· a congenia! roomate for fall 
semester. Please call Peggy or 
Amy 277 -3069 or x750 
Apartment to rent. located dow-
ntown, to rent from June I on.· 
E. Spencer St. large livingroom, 
kitchen and bathroom with sho-
wer. rent: $150 per month. call 
274-3306 (days) or 273-7795 (eve-
nings and weekends) 
Wanted: two bright, ambitious, 
and business oriented people to 
sell ads part time for the Ithacan 
next year. Can 'l?arn between 
S20-$100 weekly:lnterested? Ca-
ll Andy at x:207, x749, or 
273-9076. 
Reach out is available in the I.C. 
Bookstore ... the popular new ga-
me of interpersonal communica-
tions. only $5,00 
To count and countess: 
Welc~me to my court and 
remember chubs do have a 
!lifficult time fitting in tubs. 
love, 
Your Queen 
Summer sublet, one bedroom, 
Coddington Road. near IC -
· 27:?·3091 /, 
',,.:-'_': -··: . . - ·.-. ... 
For sale: really be sad to see it all end. The 
T ... -:.. 'th 135 very best to you all. Congradula-opcon uuuex WI mm t· 1 Lo L' telephoto lens, two filters and ions. Ve· tsn 
cases, all for just SIOO.Call Rich 
277-3652 
Fisher RC80B «:assette deck with 
, dolby. two mikes. price $125. 
Call Rich at 277 -3652 
1970 VW Bug for Bille with radial 
tires: new snow tires this winter. 
. good condition both mechanically 
and bodywork. negotiable price. 
-!i4-3306 (evening & weekends) 
Peugot 464 station wagon 1969. 
motor ;in excellent condition, 
body needs a little work. call 
Mike at 273-7345. must sell! 
Dear Terry, . 
We have shared SO many 
memorier, and I shall treasure 
those thoughts. You are a great 
friend, and I shall always cherish 
our relationship. The quote for 
the day is "Friends Forever and 
California Here We Come" 
Love- Lisa 
Dear Snugs, 
Lets not fight till the fall. 
Love, Bugs . 
J.J. 
I told you I'd write you. It's 
been a year of thrills and frills 
especially with you next door. 
Love,B 
summer sublet, large, furnished To the Editorial Board and the 
one bedroom apartment down· staff, 
town call 272-8034. Its been a tough year but 
. . . .· .,. ,., _ thanks for helping us get thro-
,. ,~-;.~--:-- '"·, ~ ug~. See you all in the i?1f and 
·:;, l~?li111Mi11-IS~lll(I .· ·~ enJOY your summer vacation. 
:. :_,,;,. . · .. · . .· \) · ' · With apperciation 
Best of luck to all my friends. I'll 
miss ya. B:f>. 
Dear Big Guy, 
Congradull\,tions. r hope it 
doesn't mean more fights. Hope 
your feeling better and remem· 
ber, Dove you! 
Little Guy 
Dear QA, 
I hope I wasn't too much 
trouble this year. Heres to nexy 
year .. .I guess we'll see alot of 
each other. 
Love, 
MadameK 
Mark and Marcie 
Dear Dungeon, 
I sure will miss you guys. 
Kenny and Greg· special thanks, 
especially for the electric type-
writer. 
Your noisey neighbors 
Chico, 
Love you and gonna 
you next year. 
Love, Don 
Dear Mark, 
miss 
Its been real ... thanks for 
sticking by me. Next year 
12:00AM and well be out, 
Marcie 
Dear Jap, 
Ty~in~ till ~:30 in the _morning, I don't mean to get down on 
but Bob stuck with it. He learned 
·the equipment and today, lie is 
the WICB1FM Supervising Eng-
ineer. In his· senior year, he 
helped manage a local station 
coordinating many of its facets of 
operation "Working there was 
great; I learned management, 
engineering, sales, jocking and 
just an immense amount about 
radio. I got so . into it that I 
earned enough buck to build my 
own studio. For me, its a job and 
a hobby; almost an obsession." 
Bob visited many radio stations 
in his senior year and he talked 
with their staffs. "I wanted to 
learn all I could; I even traveled 
to local high schools to talk on 
behalf of our local station. Radio 
has been one big learning exeri-
ence for me; I love it."Last June, 
Bob landed his job at· WRCNon 
Long, Island, and he's returning 
there this summer for the 
drive-time 4-Spm slot 
Similarly, both Bob and 
1''rank had Ithaca College recom-
mended to them. As Frank says 
"When I told my guidance 
counselor I wanfed to go into 
radio, I heard Ithaca College. So 
I.C. it was" Bob notes, "I had 
planned to go to another school, 
but then a friend- who is here in 
TV1R. -told me about it. I having 
one helluva time." 
assured of on WICB's "AM 
Ithaca" is a pleasent morning 
friend. Frank fills the bill with · 
his easy style and "Good morning 
sunshine". "It makes people 
- happy," he says On the other 
. hand Bob wakes people up 
thinking with his question of the 
day. "It's challenging; it gets 
people up thinking in the morn-
ing .. Besides I can't take all the 
credit for the questions; my 
producer John Bloostein makes 
some of them up." The question 
of the day is currently one of 
WICB's most popular features. 
Both Bob anQ Frank enjoy 
the "morning show", as it is 
affectionately called at Broadcast 
Center. 
Looking ahead, Frank hopes 
to expand on his TV work which 
has included All Kinds of People, 
The Dating Game and News 
Scene. He also would like to 
continue his Monday "Disco" 
stint at the North 40. Bob would, 
like to work in station manage-
ment, and continue his morning 
show and engineering endea: 
vors. 
Frank probably summed it 
up best when he said "I do my job 
the best I can; hopefully it's the 
way they'd like it". By the way, 
Bob, What's the question of the 
day'! 
Have A Nice 
Summer 
108North Aurora 
while listerung to the plZZll I ate you but·that red nail polish ... th-
at-12:00-tell-me how-tired I really· ··ats loo much. · •••••••••••••••• .. •-••-•••• 
am. Watching a _good group of Only kidding really, your ok """ ___ .., ___________ .._ ____ lll(lllilli-..._iii 
decent h~an bemgs fall off the Your preppie friend 
edge by 2:30 ... What more could 
an all-American girl want to do 
on a Wednesday night! Enjoyed 
every minute of it ... SERIOULY 
Love, 
Mary 
To the Ithacan Staff, 
You've made my years good 
ones. Keep 'it up. 
B.D. 
To twill and little swede, 
· Much happiness always. It's 
been real. 
L01Buck 
To all S.A.P.S. 
I'm gonna miss you all-
you've been so much a part ,of 
me. Be good and think of me. 
-112 
Mary-
l call you "hot fingers", but 
this place would be in hot water 
without you and Betsy. 
Dear Nina, 
Its been a lot of fun, but I'm 
afraid' the semester · is almost 
over. Have a good summer, and 
keep in touch! 
Rich-
·'.Love, 
Mark 
y qu brought sanity to an 
otherwise insane Weds. night 
operation [p.S. The S.A.P.S. are 
coming! The S.A.P.S. are com-·-· 
iog!) Jon 
Sarah-
You lost your teeth, but you 
gained much wisdo~ 
Your hometown party friend 
Eva-
I miss those raps[?) in the 
pub at lunch 
Jon 
Cadillac Adrian-
How were the sculptures? 
Turnip' 
To all raisins and· prunes-
Let's have "cooked pitts" 
this weekend and "un•vail" our-
selves next weekend as an 
undisputed #I! 
. ~ET PSYCHED! -
the· "cuda" 
L- Its been a fun year. maybe I'll 
;,ce you at the Nationals. 
Love always- B 
P.s. Keep in touch and tell tubes 
I love her too. · 
To the Ithacan staff, 
We've had some tuff times 
this semester' but with all your 
help we were able to make it. 
Thanks for everything, and see 
you in August. 
Mark 
Hey Mexico, 
I love you moucho, moucho, 
mducho. U.S. r~--~" rfk, 
.... .J...R .:,, .. ~ 
Kim, 
Thanks for putting up with 
all my late Wednesday nights at 
the office. You're Great! 
Love- Pte 
. . ~ . 
'_...,.,,::, ' ... 
•SIJRANCE 'b 
"YOURPROTEC1ION ·-
OUR Pl10FESSl0N" 
' - . .-
BROKERS 
. .. 
OBERT S:-BOOTHROYD 
DJJIIIIIRJ•••••aCDass oft '2~ -
ROBERT~.BOOTHROYD 
. . . c11;u;am,11111me,11111maCDa&G og "80 
ENRYG.KEYSER . 
............. """.caaes of/ '5.2 
WILL.BAM FLYNN 
· · '. •Clll•••••••••C.D..ll.D. 
!ROBERT$. BOOTHROYD 
AGE NCYi INC. 
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4~i '-. -
':. lmira Ro•d, Ithaca, N. Y. Res.: 272-~484. 
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